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TOWN OF GILFORD 









     Taxes $1,820,083
     Accounts $125,911












Reserved for Special Purposes $114,947
Unreserved, Undesignated $5,422,069
Total Fund Balance $5,537,016
Total Liabilities and
Fund Balances $12,894,826
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TOWN OF GILFORD 
2010 REVENUE SUMMARY 
(preliminary unaudited) 
Account Over/(Under) 
Code Description Anticipated Actual Collected
TAX REVENUES
3110 Property Taxes $7,011,877 $7,095,916 $84,039
3185 Timber Taxes $6,000 $3,761 ($2,239)
3187 Excavation Taxes $500 $0 ($500)
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes $6,587 $15,269 $8,682
3190 Interest & Costs on Taxes $143,000 $208,442 $65,442
$7,167,964 $7,323,387 $155,423
LICENSES, PERMITS, AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses & Fees $77,700 $77,977 $277
3220 MV Registrations $1,528,000 $1,407,673 ($120,327)
3230 Building Permits $45,000 $41,867 ($3,133)
3290 Other Licenses & Fees $23,400 $26,235 $2,835
$1,674,100 $1,553,751 ($120,349)
STATE AND FEDERAL REVENUES
3351 Shared Revenues $0 $0 $0
3352 State Room & Meals Tax $329,759 $329,759 ($0)
3353 Highway Block Grant $209,794 $209,794 ($0)
3354 State Water Pollution Grant $72,343 $72,343 $0
3356 State Forest Land Reimbursement $1,413 $1,413 ($0)
3359 Other Grants $0 $0 $0
$613,309 $613,308 ($1)
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS
3401 Administrative Revenue $5,600 $3,155 ($2,445)
3401 Town Clerk Revenue $1,200 $2,913 $1,713
3401 Police Revenue $95,050 $75,905 ($19,146)
3401 Fire/Ambulance Revenue $166,900 $240,241 $73,341
3401 Parks & Recreation Revenue $5,200 $7,875 $2,675
3401 Planning & Land Use Revenue $13,200 $10,321 ($2,879)
3401 Public Works Revenue $1,400 $786 ($614)
3401 Solid Waste Revenue $124,250 $99,897 ($24,353)
$412,800 $441,093 $28,293
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TOWN OF GILFORD 
2010 REVENUE SUMMARY 
(preliminary unaudited) 
Account Over/(Under) 
Code Description Anticipated Actual Collected
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3500 Special Assessments $6,000 $6,264 $264
3501 Sale of Municipal Property $12,000 $152,180 $140,180
3502 Interest on Deposits $75,000 $12,897 ($62,103)
3503 Facility Rental $7,000 $1,979 ($5,021)
3504 Fines & forfeitures $12,500 $17,195 $4,695
3503-3509 Other Reimbursements $2,500 $3,631 $1,131
$115,000 $194,147 $79,147
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
3913 Transfers from Capital Project Funds $152,000 $152,000 $0
3915 Transfer from Capital Reserves $60,000 $60,000 $0
$212,000 $212,000 $0
$10,195,173 $10,337,686 $142,513
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TOWN OF GILFORD 
2010
 EXPENDITURE SUMMARY 
(preliminary unaudited) 
Account Expended / 
Code Description Appropriation Encumbered Remaining
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
4130-4139 Executive $285,621 $289,189 ($3,568)
4140-4149 Election, Registration & Vital Stats $387,600 $375,345 $12,255
4150-4159 Financial Administration $414,512 $412,731 $1,781
4152 Revaluation of Property $139,100 $121,789 $17,311
4153 Legal Expenses $85,600 $32,358 $53,242
4155 4159 Personnel Administration $0 $0 $0
4191 4193 Planning & Zoning $322,948 $320,165 $2,783
4194 General Government Buildings $307,287 $300,271 $7,016
4195 Cemeteries $43,600 $41,787 $1,813
4196 Town Insurances $187,435 $201,775 ($14,340)
4197 Regional Associations $0 $0 $0
$2,173,703 $2,095,411 $78,292
PUBLIC SAFETY
4210-4214 Police Department $2,144,779 $2,092,802 $51,977
4220-4229 Fire/Ambulance Department $1,646,134 $1,632,795 $13,339
4290-4298 Emergency Management $3,400 $3,186 $214
4299 Other $48,821 $44,367 $4,454
$3,843,134 $3,773,151 $69,983
PUBLIC WORKS
4311 Public Works Administration $240,972 $239,351 $1,621
4312 Highways & Streets $1,766,026 $1,620,130 $145,896
4313 Bridges $5,000 $200 $4,800
4316 Street Lighting $24,849 $25,323 ($474)
4319 Vehicle Maintenance $214,962 $186,198 $28,764
4324 Solid Waste $642,833 $519,412 $123,421
$2,894,642 $2,590,614 $304,028
HEALTH & WELFARE
4411-4414 Health Administration $3,104 $2,859 $245
4415-4419 Health Services $48,178 $48,178 $0
4441-4442 Welfare $76,090 $80,812 ($4,722)
$127,372 $131,848 ($4,476)
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TOWN OF GILFORD 
2010
 EXPENDITURE SUMMARY 
(preliminary unaudited) 
Account Expended / 
Code Description Appropriation Encumbered Remaining
CULTURE, RECREATION, & CONSERVATION
4520-4529 Parks & Recreation $236,702 $230,135 $6,567
4550-4559 Library $403,856 $403,715 $141
4583 Patriotic Purposes $125 $108 $17
4611-4612 Conservation Commission $21,640 $20,465 $1,175
$662,323 $654,422 $7,901
DEBT SERVICE
4711 Principal - Long Term Bonds $429,824 $432,308 ($2,484)
4721 Interest - Long Term Bonds $104,057 $90,877 $13,180
4723 Tax Anticipation Notes $1 $0 $1
$533,882 $523,185 $10,697
CAPITAL OUTLAY
4902 Vehicles & Equipment $198,723 $193,744 $4,979
4909 Other Capital $0 $0 $0
4915 Capital Reserves $175,000 $175,000 $0
4916 LBP-II Capital Replacement Trust $35,000 $58,000 ($23,000)
$408,723 $426,744 ($18,021)
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
4914 Sewer Fund $853,577 $853,577 $0
4939 LBP-II Rev. Share - Laconia $0 $1,195 ($1,195)
$853,577 $854,772 ($1,195)
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Acres Valuation Total 
LAND
Current Use 9,208 $844,760
Conservation Restriction 419 $26,830
Residential 19,876 $647,064,140


















NET TAXABLE VALUATION $1,544,563,980
TAX EXEMPT & NON-TAXABLE
Land 7,155 $58,290,750
Building $43,486,240
TOTAL TAX EXEMPT & NON-TAXABLE VALUATION $101,776,990
TOWN OF GILFORD
2010 SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION 
(as of April 1st, 2010) 
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Total Taxable Assessment 1,544,563,980$
State Ed. Taxable Assessment 1,538,383,750$
TOWN PORTION
Total Appropriations 11,513,754$      
less: Town Revenues (4,016,877)         
Fund Balance (485,000)            
State Shared Revenue -                         
add: Overlay 102,396             
War Service Credits 289,000             Town Rate
Net Appropriation (raised by tax) 7,403,273$ $4.79
SCHOOL PORTION
Total Appropriations 23,492,498$      
less: Town Revenues (5,470,779)         
Adequate Education Grant (624,118)            Local
State Education Taxes (3,978,158)         School Rate
Net Appropriation (raised by tax) 13,419,443$ $8.69
STATE EDUCATION TAX PORTION
Local State Ed. Valuation 1,538,383,750
Equalized Valuation 1,816,510,563 State Ed.
x State Ed. Tax Rate 2.19 Rate
State Ed. Taxes to be raise 3,978,158$ $2.59
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County 2,398,336
less: State Shared Revenue -                         County Rate




Total Property Taxes Assessed 27,199,210$
less: War Service Credits (289,000)$
add: GAVWD Precinct Commitment 12,618
Total Property Taxes Committed 26,922,828$
TOWN OF GILFORD
2010 TAX RATE CALCULATION
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GENERAL FUND
Cash on Hand 1/1/2010 $8,263,001.85
add: Total Receipts $36,685,512.75
less: Selectmen's Orders Paid ($35,758,049.86)
Cash on Hand 12/31/2010 9,190,464.74$
RECREATION FUND
Cash on Hand 1/1/2010 $28,681.19
add: Total Receipts $41,187.10
less: Selectmen's Orders Paid ($45,722.54)
Cash on Hand 12/31/2010 24,145.75$           
CONSERVATION FUND
Cash on Hand 1/1/2010 $415,604.99
add: Total Receipts $10,726.06
less: Selectmen's Orders Paid ($77,621.08)
Cash on Hand 12/31/2010 348,709.97$         
SEWER CAPITAL COST FUND
Cash on Hand 1/1/2010 $216,201.90
add: Total Receipts $14,922.05
less: Selectmen's Orders Paid ($75,000.00)
Cash on Hand 12/31/2010 156,123.95$         
ROWE HOUSE FUND
Cash on Hand 1/1/2010 $1,188.77
add: Total Receipts $1.25
less: Selectmen's Orders Paid $0.00
Cash on Hand 12/31/2010 1,190.02$             
ESCROW FUND
Cash on Hand 1/1/2010 $13,174.33
add: Total Receipts $6.60
less: Selectmen's Orders Paid $0.00
Cash on Hand 12/31/2010 13,180.93$           
TOWN OF GILFORD
Treasurer's Report
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 2010
(preliminary unaudited)
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PLODZIK & SANDERSON 
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors 
J 93 North Main Street • Concord • New Hampshire • 033.!!.h 5063 • 603-225-69Jl6~ AX~2ZA.:.1J_&Q 
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT 
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen 
Town of Gilford 
Gilford, New Hampshire 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each major fund and the aggregate remaining 
fund information of the Town of Gilford as of and for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2009, which collectively comprise the 
Town's basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents. lbese financial statements are the responsibility of the Town of 
Gilford's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those standards 
require that we plan and perfom1 the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material 
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial 
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as 
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions. 
As discussed in Note 19 to the financial statements, management has not di5closed a liability and all other infonnation for other post 
employment benefits in governmental activities. Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that 
other post employment benefits be disclosed on the government-wide financial statement~, which would possibly res1llt in liabilities, 
reduce the net assets, and change the expenses of the govern.mental activities. The amount by which this departure would affect the 
liabilities, net assets, and expenses of the governmental activities is not reasonably determinable. 
In our opinion, because of the effects of the matters discussed in the preceding paragraph, the financial statements referred to above do 
not present fairly, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America, the financial position 
of the governmental activities of the Town of Gilford as of December 31, 2009, or the changes in fmancial position thereof for the year 
then ended. 
ln addition, in our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial 
position of each major fund and ihe aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Gilford as of December 31, 2009, and the 
respective changes in financial position thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in 
the United States of America. 
The budgetary comparison information is not a required part of the basic financial statements, but is supplementary information 
required by accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. We have applied certain limited procedures, 
which consisted principally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the required 
supplementary information. However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it. 
The Town of Gilford has not presented a management's discussion and analysis that accounting principles generally accepted in the 
United States of America have determined is necessary to supplement, although not required to be part of, the ba~ic financial 
statements. 
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively comprise the Town of 
Gilford's basic financial statements. The combining and individual fond schedules are presented for purposes of additional analysis 
and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. They have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit 
of the basic financial statements, and in our opinion, are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements 
taken as a whole. 
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TOWN OF GILFORJ>, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Staleme,it of Net Assets 
December 31, 2009 
ASSETS 
Cash and cash equivalents 
lnvesunents 
Intergovernmental receivable 
Other receivables, net of allowances for uncollectible 
Prepaid items 
Capital assets, not being depreciated: 
Land 
Construction in progress 
Capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation: 
Intang)blc assets 
Buildings and building improvements 






Accrued interest payable 
Unearned revenue 
Noncurrent obligations: 
Due within one year: 
Bo□ds 
Compensated absences 





Invested in capillll assets, net of related debt 
Restricted for perpetual care 
Unrestricted 
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TOWN OF GILFORD, NEW IJAMJ'SJJJRE 
Stateme11t of Activities 
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2009 
Program Revenues 
Charges Optm1ting 
for Grants and 
Expenses Services Contributions 
Governmental activities: 
General government $ 3,601,777 $ 32,164 $ 52,087 
Public safety 2,865,463 294,947 199,169 
Highways and streets 1,956,900 360,960 
Sanitation 1,22.S,119 746,343 
Water distribution and treatment 44,367 
Health 48,920 
Welfare 59,152 
Culture and recreation 607,031 34,286 IOI 
Conservation 20,967 1,597 
Interest on long-term debt 101,943 





Motor vehicle permit fees 
Licenses and other fees 
Grants and contributions not restricted to specific programs 
Miscellaneous 
Total general revenues 
Change in net assets 
Net assets, beginning, as restated (see Note 16) 
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TOWN OF GILFORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Governmental Funds 
Ba/a11ce Sheet 
December 31, 1009 
Other 
Expendable Governmental 
General Trust Funds 
ASSETS 
Cash and cash equivalents $ 7,939,258 $ 1,323,110 $ 838,669 
Investment~ 270,223 156,345 384,802 
Receivables, net of allowance for uncollectible: 
Taxes 1,945,371 1,920 
Accounts 89,472 308,128 
Special assessments 728 
lntcrgovemmcntal 23,253 
Defe.rred asses.~ment 57,329 
lnterfund receivable 572,316 121,995 
Prepaid items 1,368 12,920 
Total assets $ 10,818,736 $ 1,479,455 $ 1,749,016 
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES 
Liabilities: 
Accounts payable $ 96,388 $ $ 
Intcr'govcrnmental payable 5,208,448 
Interfund payable 121,994 53,876 518,441 
Deferred revenue 76,879 
total liabilities 5,426,830 53,876 595,320 
Fund balances: 
Reserved for encumbrances 1,915 
Reserved tor endowments 165,677 
Reserved for special purposes 1,425,579 320,316 
Unreserved, undesignated, reported in: 
General fund 5,389,991 
Special revenue funds 667,703 
Total fund balances 5,391,906 1,425,579 1,153,696 
Total liabilities and fund balances $ 10,818,736 $ 1,479,455 $ 1,749,016 
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TOWN OF GILFORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Reconciliation of Total Governmental F11nd Balances to the Statement of Net Assets 
December 31, 2009 
Total fund balances of governmental funds (Exhibit C-1) 
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of net assets 
are different because: 
Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial 
resources, and therefore, are not reported in the funds. 
Cost 
Less accumulated depreciation 
Special assessments receivable are not available to pay for current period expenditures, 
and therefore, are deferred in the funds. 
Deferred special assessments 
Other long-term assets are not available to pay long-tenn expenditures, 
and therefore, are not reported in governmental funds 
Intergovernmental receivable (long-term portion) 
Interfund receivables and payables between governmental funds 
are eliminated on the statement of net assets. 
Receivables 
Payables 
Interest on long-term debt is not accrued in governmental funds. 
Accrued interest payable 
Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period, 
and therefore, are not reported in the funds. 
Bonds 
Compensated absences payable 
Total net assets of governmental activities (Exhibit A) 
$ 27,805,020 
(2,626,120) 
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TOWN OF GILFORD, NEW HAMPSHJKE 
Governmental Funds 
Statemellt of Revenues, Expenditures a11d Cha11ges i11 Fu11d Bala11ce.r 
For the Fiscal Year E11ded December 31, 2009 
Revenues: 
Taxes 
Licenses and permits 
Intergovernmental 







Highways and streets 











Excess of revenues over expenditures 
Other financing sources (uses): 
Transfers in 
T ransfors out 
Total other financing sources and uses 
Net change in fund balances 
Fund balanGes, beginning 
Fund balances, ending 
General 
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TOWN OF GILFORD, NEW IIAMPSifIRE 
Reconciliation of the Statement of Reve11ues, Expenditures a11d 
Changes in Fund Balances of Governmental Fu11ds to the Stateme11t of Activities 
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2009 
Net change in fund balances of governmental funds (Exhibit C-3) 
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of activities 
are different because: 
Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures. In the statement 
ofactivities, the cost of those assets is allocated over their estimated useful 
lives as depreciation expense. This is the amount by which capitalized 
capital outlay exceeded depreciation expense in the current period. 
Capitalized capital outlay 
Depreciation expense 
Trdllsfors in and out between governmental funds are eliminated 
on the operating statement. 
Transfers in 
Transrers out 
Special a'iSessment, levied in advance of the fiscal year to which they apply are recorded 
as revenue in the statement of activities, but arc deferred in the governmental funds. 
Dt:erease in deferred assessment revenue 
Revenues in the statement of activities that do not provide current financial resources 
are not reported as revenues in governmental funds. 
Decrease in deferred aid revenue 
The repayment of the principal of long-term debt consumes the current financial 
resources of governmental funds, but has no effect on net assets. 
Rcpaymmt of capital lease 
Repayment of bond principal 
Some expenses reported in the statement of activities do not require the 
use of current financial resources, and therefore, arc not reported as 
expenditures in governmental funds. 
Decrease in accnoed interest expense 
Decrease in compensated absences payable 
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■ SCHEDULE4 ■ 
■ ■ 
■ 
TOWN OF GILFORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
■ 
■ Nomnajor Govemmental Funds ■ 
■ Com/Jilting Balance Slteet ■ 
■ December 31, 2009 ■ 
■ ■ 






S2ecial Revenue Funds Proiect 
■ 
■ 
Capital Old Lakes ■ 
■ Public Conservation Cost Drug Rowe Home Recreation Business Permanent ■ 
■ Library Sewer Commission Recovery Forfeiture House Day Revolvini Donation Grants Park Fund Total ■ 
■ ASSETS ■ 
■ Cash and cash equivalents $ 22,281 s $ 181 ,459 $ 98,005 $ 2,263 $ 1,189 $ 643 $ 100,979 $ 15,297 $ $ 361,041 $ 55,512 $ 838,669 ■ 
■ Investments 4,241 222,992 7,356 150,213 384,802 
■ 
■ Receivables: ■ 
■ ■ 
■ 
Taxes J,920 1,920 
■ 
■ Accounts 293,430 14,698 308,128 ■ 
■ Intergovernmental 23,253 23,253 ■ 
■ Deferred assessments 57,329 57,329 ■ 
■ Interfund receivable l l,154 ll0,841 121,995 ■ 
■ Prepaid items 12,920 12,920 ■ 
■ ■ 
■ 









■ Liabi lities: ■ 
■ lnterfund payable $ S 352,885 $ $ $ $ $ $ 72,297 s $ 8,245 $ 85,014 $ $ 5 18,441 ■ 
■ Deterred revenue 57,330 4,541 15,008 76,879 ■ 
■ Total liabilities 352,88S 57,330 76,838 23,253 85,014 595,320 ■ 
■ ■ 
■ Fund balances: ■ 
■ Reserved for endowments 165,677 165,677 ■ 
■ Researved for ■ 
■ special purposes 4,241 276,027 40,048 320,316 ■ 
■ 




Total fund balances 26,522 (59,455) 417,525 230,899 2,263 1,189 643 37,061 15,297 276,027 205,725 I , 153,696 
■ 
■ Total liabilities ■ 
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■ SCHEDULES ■ 
■ TOWN OF GILFORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE ■ 
■ Nonmajor Governmental Fu11ds ■ 
■ Combi11ing Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures a11d Clta11ges in Fu11d Bala11ces ■ 
■ For the Fiscal Year E11ded December 31, 2009 ■ 
■ ■ 
■ ■ 
■ Capital ■ 
■ Project ■ 
■ Special Revenue Funds Fund ■ 
■ Capital Old Lakes ■ 
■ Public Conservation Cost Drug Rowe Home Recreation Business Permanent ■ 






Taxes $ $ $ 105,384 $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 105,384 ■ 
■ Intergovernmental 35,568 43,275 78,843 ■ 
■ Charges for services 64 1,349 86,09 1 28,240 755,680 ■ 
■ Miscellaneous 32,284 9,883 3,777 2,575 2, 19 1 3 20,080 3,612 9,679 744 31,528 116,356 ■ 
■ Total revenues 32,284 686,800 109,16 1 88,666 2,191 3 20,080 31,852 9,679 43,275 744 31,528 1,056,263 ■ 
■ ■ 
■ Expenditures: ■ 
■ Current: ■ 
■ General government 4,123 3,5 10 1,973 9,606 ■ 
■ Public safety 39,765 39,765 ■ 
■ ■ 
■ 
Sanitation 660,988 660,988 
■ 
■ 
Culture and recreation 35,205 19,31 I 33,710 88,226 
■ 
■ Conservation 2,340 2,340 ■ 
■ Debt service: ■ 
■ Principal 11 4,783 114,783 ■ 
■ Interest 13,372 13,372 ■ 
■ Total expenditures 35,205 789,143 2,340 19,31 1 33,710 4,123 43,275 1,973 929,080 ■ 
■ ■ 
■ Excess (deficiency) of ■ 
■ revenues over (under) ■ 
■ expenditures (2,921) (I 02,343) 
■ 
106,821 88,666 2, 191 3 769 (1,858) 5,556 744 29,555 127,183 ■ 
■ 
■ Other financing uses: ■ 
■ Transfers out 
■ 
(20,000) (80,000) (82,000) (182,000) ■ 
■ 
■ Net change in fund balances (2,921) (122,343) 106,821 8,666 2, 19 1 3 769 (1,858) 5,556 (81,256) 29,555 (54,817) ■ 
■ Fund balances, beginning 29,443 62,888 3 10,704 222,233 72 1,186 (126) 38,919 9,741 357,283 176,170 1,208,513 ■ 
■ Fund balances, ending 
■ 
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TOWN OF GILFORD 
Town Owned Property 
Map – Lot Street Address Description Value
201-011-016 7 Sargent Pl $6,200
201-011-022 7 Sargent Pl $7,800
201-034-000      Lake Shore Rd $210
201-035-000      Lake Shore Rd $480
203-152-000      Elderberry Dr $400
203-269-000 36 Stone Rd Stonewall Park $38,200
204-001-000      Gilford Ave $130
204-003-000      Gilford Ave $231,300
204-003-001 277 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $115,900
204-003-002 277 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $116,300
204-003-003 295 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $107,700
204-003-004 315 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $107,400
204-003-005 333 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $120,300
204-003-006 345 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $121,600
204-003-007 351 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $121,500
204-003-008 359 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $112,700
204-003-010 391 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $280,100
204-003-012 344 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $111,100
204-003-013 332 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $105,600
204-003-014 312 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $112,600
204-003-017 288 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $106,000
204-003-018 282 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $117,100
204-003-019 270 Hounsell Ave Lakes Business Park $109,100
204-016-000      Laconia Line $200
204-017-000      Laconia Line $160
205-001-100 28 Opal Ln $70
205-001-200 20 Opal Ln $80
205-002-200 6 Opal Ln $200
205-003-000 314 Pine St $170
208-003-000 130 Swain Rd Conservation Comm $83,900
209-009-000      Cotton Hill Rd $4,100
210-007-010      Liberty Hill Rd $400
210-031-000 172 Liberty Hill Rd $48,460
210-033-000 Saltmarsh Pond Rd Green Area $46,300
213-009-000      Liscomb Circle $1,100
213-013-019 23 Liscomb Circle $19,500
213-044-000      Old Lakeshore Rd $64,800
215-025-000 150 Kimball Rd Municipal Facility $336,600
216-105-000      Weirs Rd $42,300
223-413-002 31 Harris Shore Rd Conservation Comm $109,700
223-413-003 39 Harris Shore Rd Conservation Comm $55,900
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TOWN OF GILFORD 
Town Owned Property 
Map – Lot Street Address Description Value
223-417-000 40 Varney Point Rd Town Beach / Ice Rink $3,949,700
223-500-000      Varney Point Rd $4,000
223-503-000 4 Casey Rd $21,700
224-018-000 263 Intervale Rd School District $408,900
224-018-100 293 Intervale Rd School District $47,400
224-033-000 186 Intervale Rd $3,500
224-046-030 343 Old Lakeshore Rd $12,400
225-028-000      Cherry Valley Rd $1,560
226-030-100      Schoolhouse Hill Rd $120
226-048-000 174 Potter Hill Rd $153,230
226-048-100 109 Cherry Valley Rd $90,440
226-054-000 47 Cherry Valley Rd Town Offices $3,087,600
226-055-000 2 Belknap Mtn Rd School District Office $367,600
226-078-000 31 Potter Hill Rd $2,128,900
226-078-001 43 Potter Hill Rd $67,780
227-008-100      Knollwood Dr $1,940
227-008-300      Knollwood Dr $1,410
227-013-000      Alvah Wilson Rd $177,000
227-113-000      Goodwin Rd $1,200
227-116-000 15 Goodwin Rd $59,700
227-124-000      Alvah Wilson Rd School District $77,200
227-125-000      Alvah Wilson Rd School District $123,000
227-126-000 27 Belknap Mtn Rd  $253,700
227-127-000 72 Alvah Wilson Rd High School $10,985,900
227-132-000 76 Belknap Mtn Rd Elementary School $5,073,200
227-132-001   Off Belknap Mtn Rd  $1,047,300
227-132-002      Belknap Mtn Rd Rowe House-Bldg Only $220,000
228-005-000      Hoyt Rd $2,200
228-010-000      Saltmarsh Pond Rd Selectmen's Office $19,200
228-016-110      Hoyt Rd $65,700
228-031-000      Doris Dr $400
228-079-000      Hoyt Rd $2,900
229-031-000      Sherwood Forest Dr Common Green Area $3,200
229-037-000      Irish Setter Ln $9,270
232-002-000      Durrell Mtn Rd Municipal Facility $182,300
234-001-000      Durrell Mtn Rd Municipal Facility $330,100
236-020-000 560 Belknap Mtn Rd Conservation Comm $80,450
237-002-000      Belknap Mtn Rd Conservation Comm $315,600
239-004-000 Row Juniper Ridge Rd $1,620
239-006-000 Row Juniper Ridge Rd $1,620
240-007-000      Orchard Dr $4,180
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TOWN OF GILFORD 
Town Owned Property 
Map – Lot Street Address Description Value
240-030-000 10 Guild Circle $7,940
242-183-000 33 Dock Rd Glendale Docks $663,200
242-197-000      Glendale Pl Parking Lot $318,400
242-212-000      Belknap Point Rd Lincoln Park $529,300
242-369-000      Lake Shore Rd $2,400
242-371-100 11 Lockes Hill Rd $1,323,720
252-050-000      Lake Shore Rd $118,600
253-328-000 62 River Rd $45,500
258-002-000 Near Round Pond $614,400
263-040-000   Off Grant Rd $1,710
263-057-000      Valley Dr $12,150
263-062-000      Valley Dr $13,600
263-066-000      Valley Dr $3,420
266-106-000      Lake Shore Rd $1,500
266-121-000      Riley Rd $960
267-257-000      Lake Shore Rd $1,790
267-260-000      Lake Shore Rd $400
271-009-000   Off Glidden Rd $900
272-005-000      Clough Rd $70,300
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
DIVISION OF VITAL RECORDS ADMINISTRATION 
RESIDENT MARRIAGE REPORT 
01/01/2010 -12/31/2010 
··GILFORD·· 
Person B's Person B's 
Name Residence 
CLEARWATER,CHRISTINE G GILFORD.NH 
PROVENZANO,AMBER M GILFORD.NH 
KOL TONOWSKA,MAGDALENA GILFORD.NH 
COOPER.KA TIE M GILFORD.NH 
DELANEY,NATALIE J CRANSTON.RI 
DICKSON,MICHAEL R GILFORD.NH 
OTIS .DANIEL A BELMONT,NH 
LAN IA. WENDY H GILFORD,NH 
GOODWIN,KARLI N MEREDITH.NH 
DAHLL,KRESSLEY A GILFORD.NH 
DAIGLE.MAGEN M GILMANTON.NH 
ELLSWORTH.ELIZABETH E GILFORD.NH 
CERAMI.BERNADETTE GILFORD,NH 
BUDRO,SHAWN N GILFORD.NH 
HENCHEY,CAITLIN B GILFORD.NH 
MORGAN,LISA J GILFORD.NH 
MAGUIRE.AISLING S GILFORD.NH 
BRIDGE.JENNIFER W GILFORD.NH 
PELKEY.DARCI L GILFORD.NH 
SEYMOUR,PEGGY GILFORD.NH 
TEBBETTS.CHRISTINE A GILFORD,NH 
SANBORN.ALYSSA M GILFORD.NH 
LI.YAN 
KEEFE.CORY L GILFORD.NH 
ALOISE.CATHERINE D GILFORD.NH 
MORRISSETTE.DENISE A GILFORD.NH 
JOHNSON,ROBERT B GILFORD.NH 
WESCOM.KELLY F GILFORD.NH 
REYNOLDS.TRICIA P GILFORD.NH 
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DOWNING JR JASON PAUL 
COSTEA, AMELIA BRIANNA 
SEVANTSIAN, DAVID 
RAGASSA. LEYLA BLAIN 
SNARR. WILLIAM OKUBO 
DESRUISSEAUX. KAYLA ELIZABETH 
SCUDDER, LEAH AHLUM 
COTA-ROBLES, CARTER DOUGLAS 
HEISE . CARTER JACOB 
LUTZ. CARMEN JAYNE 
LEANDRO, EMMALINE REAGAN 
SOFRONAS.CHLOEISABELLA 
BOURDON. HAILEE MAY 
WEEKS. BRADY BENJAMIN 
WILLIAMS. PYPER ANN 
BEANE . ADDISON LYNN 
DOBBINS. ZIA ANNA OLSZEWSKI 
NEWTON. JACK MICHAEL 
PERRY, CALISTA JADE 
ABOU JAOUDE. DELIO DANY 
BURKE. MARGARET DEVINE 
MARCEAU, ADAM TUCK 
ARONSON. ROCCO JOSEPH 
LEFEBVRE. LEANNA DIAMOND 
MADON, KAEL YN MARIE 
ROWLEY. ALEX MATTHEW 
MCMATH. ROBERT PAUL 
MACHOS. JAMES TIMOTHY 
HODGDON. CONNOR SCOTT 
NUTTER. ALISON LAVIGNE 
HOLLAND. LEONIDAS BLAZE 
KELLEY . MICHAEL JOHN 
O'BRIEN, OLIVIA MARY 
LURVEY-SCHOFIELD , JAZLYNN VICTORIA 
DROUIN , JACOBY THOMAS 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE 





































RESIDENT BIRTH REPORT 
01/01/2010-12/31/2010 
·-GILFORD-· 
Birth Place Father's/Partner's Name 
LACONIA.NH DOWNING SR. JASON 
LACONIA.NH COSTEA, AUREL 
LACONIA.NH SEVANTSIAN, VARDKES 
LACONIA.NH RAGASSA, SEIFU 
LACONIA.NH SNARR, SEAN 
LACONIA.NH DESRUISSEAUX, COREY 
LACONIANH SCUDDER, JONATHAN 
CONCORD.NH COTA-ROBLES, DAVID 
CONCORD .NH HEISE, JOHN 
CONCORD.NH LUTZ, CORY 
CONCORD.NH LEANDRO, KEVIN 
CONCORD.NH SOFRONAS, JOHN 
LACONIA.NH BOURDON, JOSHUA 
CONCORD.NH WEEKS JR, ROGER 
lACONIANH WILLIAMS, JASON 
lACONIA,NH BEANE. CURTIS 
LEBANDN,NH DOBBINS. SETH 
LACONIA,NH NEWTON, MICHAEL 
CONCORD.NH PERRY Ill, DAVID 
LACONIA.NH ABDlJ JAOUDE, DANY 
LACONIA.NH BURKE, CHRISTOPHER 
LACONIA.NH MARCEAU,DANA 
CONCORO.NH ARONSON, SCOTT 
LACONIA.NH 
LACONIA.NH MADON. JEFFREY 
CONCORD.NH ROWLEY, FRANCIS 
LACONIA.NH MCMATH, PAlJL 
CONCORD.NH MACHOS, TIMOTHY 
LACONIA.NH HODGDON, SCOTT 
CONCORD.NH NUTTER. CRAIG 
LACONIA.NH HOLLAND.STEVEN 
LACONIA.NH KELLEY, MATTHEW 
LACONIA.NH O'BRIEN, MICHAEL 
LACONIA.NH SCHOFIELD, MATTHEW 
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DOWNING JR. RICHARD 
BRAUN JH, CARL 
ALLANOS, MA THUR IN 
PEfERSON. NANNA 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE 




















RESIDENT DEATH REPORT 
01/01/2010 • 12/31/2010 
--GILFORD. NH -
























DUQUETTE SR. JOSEPH 
LEBANON TARDY. ROY 
MEREDITH 
WATTS, JOHN 
MILAN DOWNING, RICHARD 
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HAY ES, JANICJ:: 
INTR OINI, KATH LEEN 
MASTINE, DOROTHY 
LAWRENCE JR. ERNEST 
BRA CKE TT, CHARLIE 
RESAVAGE, ANTHONY 
MCKENNA. ,JAM ES 
DOWNING, IRENE 
MILLER, ROBERTA 
MC CAUGHl:-iY, JAMES 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE 




















RESIDENT DEATH REPORT 
D1'01/2010 • 12131/2010 
--GILFORD. NH •• 
Death Place Father's Name 
LACONIA 




















THOMPSON, A LMON 
GILFORD 













Mother's Maiden Name 
REGNIE R. NONA 
COLL, ANITA 
TREE. IV Y 
Si:DLAR, ANNA 
GORHAM, MAR ION 
MOUL TON. JOA 
MACKENRODT , MARY 
BRYANT, ARVILLA 
MORRIS, ANNIE 
KIRK , JEAN 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 









RESIDENT DEATH REPORT 
01/01/2010 · 12/31/2010 
-·GILFORD, NH ·· 
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Town of Gilford 
2010 Vendor Payments 
Vendor Name Amount Vendor Name Amount
1ST RESPONDER NEWSPAPER $130.00 
216 UNION AVE INC $650.00 
A&B LOCKSMITH SERVICE $1,429.25 
A.E. MITCHELL CORPORATION $1,400.00 
ABBOTT, RICHARD $150.00 
ACETO, CHRISTOPHER & KATHLEEN $278.68 
ACS $1,840.00 
AGAN, WAYNE $271.62 
AINSWORTH, MICHAEL $169.99 
AIR CLEANING SPECIALISTS OF NE $833.00 
AIRGAS EAST $2,624.46 
AIRPORT COUNTRY STORE & DELI $137.70 
AKERLEY, BRIAN $657.80 
ALA/BOOKLIST $187.00 
ALCOPRO INC $127.00 
ALLEN ENTERPRISES RENTAL PROP $950.00 
ALLGEYER MANAGEMENT SERVICES $2,596.00 
ALTON BAY MECHANICAL LLC $19,416.88 
AMALFITANO TRUSTEE, MICHAEL L $395.71 
AMAZON $5,511.09 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION $180.00 
AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION $652.50 
AMERICAN PUBLIC WORKS ASSOC $282.50 
AMERICAN RED CROSS $345.95 
AMERIGAS - LACONIA $2,067.78 
AMOSKEAG ARCHITECTURAL GROUP $2,711.25 
AMSTERDAM $567.53 
ANCO SIGNS & STAMPS INC $27.00 
ANDREWS, RICHARD $379.90 
ANTIOCH NEW ENGLAND INSTITUTE $200.00 
APCO INTERNATIONAL INC $789.00 
APPLETREE NURSERY LLC $264.00 
APPLICATORS SALES & SERV INC $3,671.00 
ARAMARK $561.09 
ARROW EQUIPMENT INC $806.50 
ATLANTIC PLOW BLADE CO $10,080.00 
ATLAS PYROVISION PROD INC $13,000.00 
ATTAR, ALYSSA $200.00 
ATTITASH GRAND SUMMIT HOTEL $425.46 
AUDIOFILE PUBLICATIONS $34.95 
AUDUBON SOCIETY OF NH $40.00 
AUTO SERV OF TILTON $24,168.00 
AYER, JOHN $2,300.04 
AYERS DISTRIBUTING $136.00 
B I I FENCE & GUARDRAIL INC $10,326.00 
BAGLEY, AL & FLORRIE $800.00 
BAILEY, SANDRA $41.49 
BAILEY, WARREN $200.00 
BAKER & TAYLOR $22,119.86 
BALCOM, MICHAEL T $68.83 
BALSAMS, THE $499.91 
BARCO PRODUCTS COMPANY $459.00 
BARTON LUMBER CO INC $956.28 
BATTERY WAREHOUSE DIRECT $62.31 
B-B CHAIN INC $709.25 
BEANS & GREENS $74.90 
BEAULAC, HEIDI $750.00 
BEAULIEU, ROBERT $175.00 
BEAUPRE, WILLIAM $1,500.00 
BEETLE ENTERPRISES LLC $237.91 
BEKTASH MINI-PATROL $0.00 
BEKTASH SHRINERS $650.00 
BELAND, JOHN $1,256.54 
BELAND, SANDRA $69.30 
BELKNAP COMMUNICATIONS LLC $16,493.41 
BELKNAP COUNTY REGISTRY DEEDS $1,495.80 
BELKNAP COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPT $2,438.00 
BELKNAP COUNTY TREASURER $2,345,952.00 
BELKNAP LANDSCAPE CO INC $1,106.00 
BELKNAP TIRE & AUTO REPAIR LLC $3,226.05 
BELKNAP, COUNTY OF $5,100.00 
BELMONT HARDWARE $159.93 
BELMONT POLICE DEPARTMENT $585.00 
BELMONT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY $500.00 
BENAVIDES, GUSTAVO $13.18 
BENCAL, LAURIE $200.10 
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Town of Gilford 
2010 Vendor Payments 
Vendor Name Amount Vendor Name Amount
BEN'S UNIFORMS $17,853.95 
BERGERON PROTECTIVE CLOTHING $10,709.90 
BERRY, PETER S & DEANNA $0.30 
BERUBE'S TRUCK ACCESSORIES INC $34.00 
BESTWAY DISPOSAL SERVICES INC $12,256.20 
BETTEZ, TRACIE $195.49 
BIG LOTS $400.00 
BIGELOW, D WILLIAM & JOAN M $85.77 
BLANCHETTE, BRIAN $256.24 
BLUE MOON ENVIRONMENTAL INC $2,340.00 
BLUNT, STEVE $250.00 
BMRD REAL ESTATE VENTURES LLC $161.22 
BOB'S SHARP ALL $48.00 
BODY COVERS LLC $7,224.25 
BOLOTIN, THEODORE M $1,000.64 
BONNETTE PAGE & STONE CORP $500.00 
BOOKPAGE $270.00 
BOOTLEGGER'S FOOTWEAR CTR $944.90 
BORUCKI, PAT $45.00 
BOULIA-GORRELL LUMBER CO INC $456.00 
BOUND TREE MEDICAL LLC $8,611.94 
BOURQUE, DENIS $531.84 
BPC RESCUE EQUIPMENT INC $3,597.95 
BRADY, CAROL A & WILLIAM L $51.50 
BRAND COMPANY INC $46.00 
BRAY & ROSANNE GREEN, FRANK T $31.05 
BREDBURY, ERIC T $30.00 
BRIGHAM INDUSTRIES INC $396.00 
BRIGHTER IMAGE $1,425.80 
BRISTOL HARBOR INN $904.00 
BROOKSIDE CROSSING HOMEOWNERS $217.85 
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL CORP $100.74 
BROWN, RYAN $153.00 
BROWN'S RIVER MAROTTI CO $4,000.00 
BRUCE, WILLIAM B $0.50 
BUCKNER, JOANNE $66.00 
BUDGET TRAVEL $20.00 
BULL BROOK LLC $871.00 
BULLDOG FIRE APPARATUS $107.75 
BURNHAM, ROGER $240.00 
BUSBY CONSTRUCTION CO INC $7,000.00 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INC $13,833.70 
BUZZOTTA, STEVEN $518.02 
C&C CARS $240.00 
C&S SPECIALTY INC $13,202.69 
CABELA'S MKTG & BRAND MGT INC $102.93 
CALENDARS $49.78 
CALIFORNIA CONTRACTOR SUPPLIES $781.05 
CALL ONE INC $4.50 
CAMMAROTA, RENEE $33.00 
CAMPAGNA, BRUCE F $98.05 
CAMPBELL, CHARLES $100.00 
CANTIN CHEVROLET INC $947.06 
CANVAS GUYS, THE $295.00 
CAROSELLI PAINTING INC $4,850.00 
CARTOGRAPHIC ASSOC INC $5,250.00 
CASCADE SUBSCRIPTION SERV INC $195.88 
CASE, DORIS L $65.35 
CASEY & DUPUIS EQUIPMENT CORP $904.96 
CASEY EQUIPMENT & RENTAL CORP $22,373.64 
CAVANAGH, JOHN B & JEAN M $469.04 
CCR DATA SYSTEMS INC $39.32 
CENTER POINT LARGE POINT $374.77 
CENTRAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC $296.00 
CENTRAL PAPER PRODUCTS CO $13,254.58 
CENTURION HOLDINGS I LLC $32.40 
CHANNING BETE COMPANY INC $185.30 
CHASE ELECTRIC MOTORS LLC $312.84 
CHIEF $331.99 
CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES $3,400.00 
CHITTY, DORIS $99.99 
CHOQUETTE, A. $527.00 
CITY OF FRANKLIN $75.00 
CITY OF LACONIA WATER DEPT $44,367.40 
CLAIRMONT, TERRY L $190.00 
CLARK, WILLIAM A & PAMELA A $41.50 
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Town of Gilford 
2010 Vendor Payments 
Vendor Name Amount Vendor Name Amount
CLEAN HARBORS ENV SERVICES $298.70 
CMC RESCUE INC $180.00 
COACH COMPANY, THE $1,150.00 
COHEN STEEL SUPPLY INC $303.78 
COLOR CONCEPTS LLC $1,400.00 
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM $8,417.00 
COMMUNITY HEALTH & HOSPICE INC $23,540.00 
COMPLETE RECYCLING SOLUTIONS $373.14 
CONCORD MONITOR $221.00 
CONWAY OFFICE PRODUCTS $5,332.27 
CORCORAN CONSULTING ASSOC INC $137,988.87 
CORRIGAN, DENNIS $57.80 
COUNTRY COTTAGE/TOILET RENTALS $120.00 
COX, STEVEN A & KATHRYN M $493.19 
CPR SAVERS & FIRST AID SUPPLY $40.89 
CRANE, TERRI $750.00 
CRAZY MAZE COMPANY $0.00 
CREAMER, WILLIAM $700.00 
CRG OF NEW ENGLAND INC $237.00 
CRICKET $28.95 
CROWN TROPHY $1,068.04 
CRSW/RRC $288,213.75 
CRUMB, MICHELLE $240.50 
CRVNA $40.00 
CRYSTAL ROCK LLC $4,595.99 
CUES $140.00 
CUMMINS NORTHEAST INC $637.01 
CUTTER, TIMOTHY $125.00 
DAILY SUN   DPW $436.80 
DAILY SUN, THE $6,720.20 
D'ANGELO SANDWICH SHOP $200.00 
DANIELS EQUIPMENT CO INC $6,487.88 
DANLEY DEMOLITION INC $1,800.00 
DAVID MATTSON / MIT $210.00 
DAVID RIVERS ASSOCIATES $400.00 
DAVIDSON, ELAINE G $101.00 
DAYS INN CARLISLE $179.04 
DEL R GILBERT & SON BLOCK CO $930.47 
DELL BUSINESS CREDIT $1,754.00 
DELL MARKETING LP $7,915.49 
DELLORUSSO, DIANE $900.00 
DEMCO $3,572.41 
DEMOULAS LIVING REV TR, MARION $232.05 
DENUTTE, BRIAN $124.95 
DENVER, MICHAEL $150.00 
DETROIT INDUSTRIAL TOOL $593.34 
DEVINE MILLIMET & BRANCH $5,057.53 
DEWHIRST FUNERAL HOME $750.00 
DIABETES & MORE $259.62 
DIGITAL INK PRINTING $2,006.47 
DINAN, JAMES H $129.99 
DISCOUNT SCHOOL SUPPLY $289.07 
DIVERSIFIED MARINE CONST. $4,177.50 
DOBBINS, DAVID & JEAN $3,081.21 
DONOVAN SPRING CO INC $5,578.47 
DORIS T. DECELLE REV. TRUST $107.67 
DORMODY, KATHERINE C $261.07 
DRAKE BROS LAND CARE LLC $6,650.00 
DRIVERS LICENSE GUIDE CO $28.95 
DRM CORPORATION $550.00 
DUNN, SCOTT $1,082.76 
DUROSS, JOHN L $2,250.00 
DUVERGER JR, ROBERT $213.80 
DYNA-VAC EQUIPMENT INC $463.50 
E W SLEEPER COMPANY $6,715.49 
EAGLE POINT GUN $4,634.85 
EAST COAST WELDING $425.00 
ECOLAB $511.86 
ECSI $2,600.00 
EDGEWATER FAMILY TRUST $822.95 
ELLIOTT HOSPITAL $3,600.00 
EMBREE, DOUG $150.00 
ENERGYNORTH PROPANE INC $1,870.78 
ENGRAVING AWARDS & GIFTS $1,132.00 
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS RESEARCH $3,011.50 
EQUINOX   THE VERMONT RESORT $174.90 
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EVLETH, WILLIAM $480.00 
EXXONMOBIL $138.06 
F W WEBB CO $3.64 
FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS $10,733.74 
FARLEY, DANA C $90.00 
FASTENAL COMPANY $122.07 
FAY'S BOAT YARD INC $172.15 
FEDERAL EXPRESS $158.78 
FILLMORE INDUSTRIES INC $278.18 
FINGER LAKES SYSTEM CHEMISTRY $843.99 
FIOANH $595.00 
FIRE & RESCUE INSTITUTE, THE $1,799.02 
FIRE DEPT TRAINING NETWORK $122.90 
FIRE ENGINEERING $80.90 
FIRE INSTRUCTORS & OFFICERS $65.00 
FIRE RESCUE MAGAZINE $41.95 
FIRE TECH & SAFETY OF NE $1,227.20 
FIREHOUSE MAGAZINE $49.95 
FIRST CONTACT 9-1-1 LLC $375.00 
FIRST STUDENT INC $1,305.00 
FLAGHOUSE $47.92 
FLEMING GARAGE DOOR CO $1,116.66 
FLOWER PHARMACY $125.00 
FLYGARE SCHWARZ & CLOSSON $200.00 
FOCUS CAMERA INC $234.79 
FOLEY OIL COMPANY $1,073.79 
FOREST LAND IMPROVEMENT INC $4,410.00 
FRANKLIN COVEY PRODUCTS LLC $31.96 
FRATELLO'S $242.53 
FRED FULLER OIL CO $629.70 
FRED FULLER OIL CO. INC. $29,643.02 
FREIGHTLINER OF NH INC $298.89 
FULLER, PAUL $0.00 
FUTURE SUPPLY CORP $157.81 
GAGLIARDI, MIA M $366.29 
GALE $83.80 
GALLS, AN ARAMARK COMPANY $560.13 
GARDINER, KRISTEN $160.00 
GATOR $961.84 
GAVWD $196,916.00 
GEMFORMS/PRINT GRAPHICS OF ME $12,462.72 
GENERAL LINEN SERVICE CO INC $2,711.94 
GEO TRANS INC $4,908.36 
GEORGE E MERRILL & SON INC $18,644.13 
GEORGE J FOSTER & CO INC $1,090.70 
GHS INTERACT CLUB $51.64 
GILBERT DRIVELINE $691.61 
GILBERT TRUST, RJ $866.00 
GILFORD COMMUNITY BAND $1,500.00 
GILFORD CONSERVATION COMM $0.00 
GILFORD FIREMEN'S RELIEF ASSOC $467.80 
GILFORD HIGH SCHOOL $100.00 
GILFORD HILLS $1,845.00 
GILFORD HOME CENTER $1,478.22 
GILFORD MIDDLE-HIGH SCHOOL $75.00 
GILFORD OLD HOME DAY $75.00 
GILFORD POLICE RELIEF ASSOC $208.80 
GILFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY $3,174.39 
GILFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT $17,155,780.00 
GILFORD SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE $73.75 
GILFORD TERRACE ASSOCIATES $637.50 
GILFORD VILLAGE WATER DISTRICT $311.02 
GILFORD WELL COMPANY INC $1,610.02 
GILLAN MARINE $7,214.95 
GILLETT, DREW & BARBARA DEANE $1,645.10 
GILSON SR, WILLIAM C $37.81 
GIRARD TREE SERVICE LLC $600.00 
GLENDALE COVE ASSOCIATION $13,000.00 
GLENDALE SHORES CONDO MSTRCRD $146.04 
GLOBAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY $115.70 
GONYER, DENISE M $550.87 
GOOD SHEPHERD LUTHERAN CHURCH $20.00 
GOULD'S GARDEN CENTER INC $2,320.75 
GOVCONNECTION INC $4,632.70 
GRAF, BARBARA $136.80 
GRAHAM, PHILIP & ARLENE $650.00 
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GRAINGER $36.28 
GRAND VIEW TREE SERVICE LLC $200.00 
GRANITE GROUP, THE $63.89 
GRANITE STATE MINERALS $17,576.14 
GRANITE STATE PLBG & HTG LLC $1,573.00 
GRANITE STATE STAMPS INC $35.96 
GRAPE HILL ASSOCIATES $5,192.78 
GRAPPONE AUTOMOTIVE GROUP $78.85 
GREAT BAY KIDS CO. $40.00 
GREAT NORTHERN VIDEO $175.00 
GREEN INSURANCE ASSOCIATES $4,523.00 
GREENE, HERBERT $14,701.02 
GREENPLAN $732.00 
GUERIN, THOMAS & JENNIFER $64.40 
GUEST SERVICES $232.20 
GUNSTOCK NORDIC ASSOCIATION $500.00 
H & P APARTMENTS $1,215.00 
H L TURNER GROUP INC, THE $3,712.50 
HALL, WAYNE $63.30 
HAMPSHIRE FIRE PROTECTION CO $126.00 
HANNAFIN, SHARON $153.05 
HANNAFORD #0314 $412.63 
HAROLD & M ELEANOR SWAIN TRUST $21.90 
HARRIS, CHRIS $33.73 
HARRIS, HOLLY $114.93 
HARRY GORDON $350.00 
HART, SANDRA $25.85 
HAWILL'S LIMITED $110.50 
HAYES, JAMES $42.88 
HEAVEN SCENT DESIGN $204.95 
HEINTZ, MICHAEL J $882.16 
HELEN SARGENT TRUST $2,135.00 
HENRY'S DRY CLEANERS INC $2,068.66 
HERBERT, WAYNE M $225.00 
HEWITT, BRUCE $163.13 
HIGHSMITH $1,025.06 
HIGHWAY TECH $1,619.00 
HILL, DAVID $1,202.00 
HILLSBORO FORD INC $49,528.00 
HOEKER, CAROLYN $2,231.74 
HOME DEPOT    FD $984.49 
HORAN, KIM $105.15 
HOWARD & JULIE BOISELLE, JAMES $1,099.10 
HOWARD P FAIRFIELD LLC $53,708.05 
HSBC BUSINESS SOLUTIONS $482.37 
HUTCHINS ELECTRIC INC $8,963.23 
IACP $360.00 
IAFC MEMBERSHIP $493.00 
IIMC $310.00 
ILG, O ROBERT $4.50 
IMAGE TREND INC $400.00 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT CORP $7,595.00 
INGRAM LIBRARY SERVICES $7,052.09 
INTERNATIONAL CODE COUNCIL INC $100.00 
INTERNATIONAL SALT CO LLC $16,683.50 
IRWIN MOTORS INC    DPW $47,394.95 
IRWIN MOTORS INC    FD $1,726.44 
IRWIN MOTORS INC    PD $7,919.62 
IRWIN MUSKAT 1992 TRUST $152.46 
ISAACSON STEEL INC $199.22 
J&J PRINTING INC $439.00 
J-14 $29.95 
JACKSON, JOSEPH J & MICHELLE $1,470.72 
JACQUES, CHRISTOPHER $61.70 
JAMES GRAY WATER WELLS INC $1,144.00 
JARVI, KRISTIN $288.60 
JEFFREY H TAYLOR & ASSOC $3,510.00 
JOANNE M GUSTAFSON TRUST $1,103.00 
JOHN BROWN & SONS INC $4,200.00 
JOHN H LYMAN AND SONS INC $345.00 
JOHN L CARTER SPRINKLER CO INC $2,775.00 
JOHNSON, WILLIAM G & ERIKA $21.98 
JURIS, EVANS $26,000.12 
K9 GUARDIAN INC $75.95 
KALFAS PHD, NICHOLAS S $740.00 
KB INSUL TECH INC $950.00 
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KEAVENY, BART T & KATHRYN J $139.55 
KEENAN, KEVIN G $795.35 
KELLEY, KRISTIAN J $14.99 
KENNY D. AND SONS $420.00 
KING, SUE $15.68 
KITCHEN CRAVINGS $238.68 
KIWI MAGAZINE $9.95 
KJRASM LLC $357.50 
KLOETZ, KRISTOPHER $30.00 
KV PARTNERS LLC $1,474.15 
L R PLANNING COMMISSION $8,728.00 
L R STRUCTURE TECHNOLOGY LLC $1,170.00 
LABELLES SHOE REPAIR $20.00 
LABRIE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE LLC $1,607.80 
LACONIA CITIZEN $370.00 
LACONIA ELECTRIC SUPPLY INC $396.37 
LACONIA OIL LLC $696.05 
LACONIA SAVINGS BANK $268,725.25 
LACONIA, CITY OF $32,925.08 
LAGUEUX, GLORIA $3.50 
LAKE SHORE PARK ASSOC $3,100.00 
LAKES REGION FIRE APPARATUS $7,152.17 
LAKES REGION LINEN INC $2,614.32 
LAKES REGION MUTUAL FIRE AID $700.00 
LAKES REGION PUBLIC ACCESS TV $19,366.05 
LAKES REGION REGIONAL/NHC&TCA $70.00 
LAKES REGION SEAMLESS GUTTERS $2,212.50 
LAKES REGION STRIPING CO $6,245.00 
LAKES REGION THERMALSCAN LLC $1,750.00 
LANDMARK INN $59.99 
LARGE PRINT OVERSTOCKS $64.05 
LATOSEK, FRANK $4.00 
LAUDIEN, GERD $2,202.79 
LAVIN IV, LEON $124.95 
LDR PRODUCTIONS $689.60 
LEADERSHIP LAKES REGION $500.00 
LEARNED, JUDITH $58.00 
LECLERC, RONALD P $11.09 
LEE & VIRGINIA PIERCE TRUST $2,428.19 
LESLIE, VIRGINIA & CLIFFORD $31.49 
LEVASSEUR PRECISION INC $30.00 
LGC HEALTHTRUST-HT0068-010-07 $1,088,187.16 
LHS ASSOCIATES INC $4,685.22 
LIBERTY INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS $606.18 
LIFESAVERS INC $41.67 
LIFESAVING SYSTEMS CORP $166.00 
LILY POND COMMUNICATIONS INC $10,577.86 
LINDLAU, CHARLES & ELIZABETH $35.97 
LITTLETON REGIONAL HOSPITAL $170.00 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT CENTER $695.00 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT CTR $93,195.94 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT CTR-WCT LLC $70,808.49 
LOWE'S $9,452.39 
LR PLANNING COMMISSION $5,978.00 
LRGHEALTHCARE $24,948.07 
LRW WATER SERVICE INC $500.00 
LUCKY $9.97 
MACLEAN, BRIAN J $84.50 
MADON, JEFFREY $1,315.14 
MAINSTAY TECHNOLOGIES LLC $81,663.79 
MAINT ASSOC OF GRANITE STATE $50.00 
MAINTENANCE CONNECTION, THE $728.28 
MAJOR BRANDS TV & APPLIANCE $399.00 
MANCHESTER TOOL REPAIR $15.00 
MARCOUX, GEORGE & DORIS $89.61 
MARINA BAY-B BERTHOLDT $14.30 
MARINE RESCUE PRODUCTS INC $1,195.05 
MARKINGS INC $13,327.08 
MARKLAND, JOHN $172.00 
MARSHALL & SWIFT $462.20 
MARSHALL CAVENDISH CORP $117.52 
MARTEL ELECTRONICS INC. $75.00 
MATTHEW BENDER & CO INC $3,807.11 
MAURICE CLAIRMONT SWEEPING LLC $10,640.00 
MAXNER TRUSTEE, BARBARA J $68.22 
MAYO'S $250.00 
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MB TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT $356.32 
MCDONALD MORRISSEY ASSOC INC $6,750.00 
MCGREGOR INSTITUTE OF EMS $175.00 
MCGUFFIN, SCOTT D $1,098.00 
MEDCO SUPPLY COMPANY $531.59 
MELCHER & PRESCOTT INSURANCE $746.75 
MELENDEZ, ALANNA $187.50 
MELLO-ANDREWS, RAE $350.00 
MERCURI, NICK $1,092.40 
MEREDITH FORD $319.06 
MERRILL, STEPHEN $150.00 
MERRILL'S AUTO SERVICE CTR $89.95 
METROCAST CABLEVISION $417.01 
MINEOLA FLAG CO $240.00 
MISIEWICZ MD, JOSEPH A $318.00 
MISTY HARBOR $1,134.78 
MITCHELL MUNICIPAL GROUP P.A. $46,874.67 
MITCHELL, CONSTANCE R $3,084.00 
MODERN PEST SERVICES $435.00 
MOONEY, JENNIFER $337.49 
MORGAN, SHELDON $75.70 
MORTON SALT $72,540.43 
MOULTON'S BAND $400.00 
MOUNTAIN MACHINE WORKS $348.20 
MOUNTAIN VIEW HOUSING COOP INC $5,020.00 
MOVIE LICENSING USA $250.00 
MR ROOTER PLUMBING & HEATING $448.61 
MUNCE'S LUBRICANTS $8,255.41 
MUZZEY, DUSTIN $335.02 
MYRECDEPT.COM $1,000.00 
N E WATER ENVIRONMENT ASSOC $160.00 
N. RICHARD PERSONS TRUST & $6,681.80 
NAMAY, ANDREA BOURNIVAL $1,959.04 
NAPA AUTO PARTS   DPW $19,579.54 
NAPA AUTO PARTS   FD $901.05 
NAPA AUTO PARTS   PD $177.81 
NAPWDA $45.00 
NARDONE, THERESA $93.82 
NASRO $40.00 
NATION REGISTRY OF EMT'S $150.00 
NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOC $875.00 
NATIONAL RECREATION & $5.00 
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION $33.90 
NAT'L LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPPLY $608.51 
NATURAL HOME $36.00 
NE ASSOC OF CHIEFS OF POLICE $60.00 
NE EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT LLC $7,833.80 
NEACTC $200.00 
NELSON, KINDER, MOSSEAU & $10,152.54 
NEMCI&A $775.00 
NEW BEGINNINGS $2,000.00 
NEW ENGLAND ASSOC FIRE CHIEFS $25.00 
NEW ENGLAND BARRICADE CO $1,957.06 
NEW ENGLAND CAMP DISCOUNTER $1,951.57 
NEW ENGLAND MAP COMPANY $69.00 
NEW ENGLAND MARINE & IND INC $2,905.49 
NEW ENGLAND STATE POLICE INFO $50.00 
NEW HAMPSHIRE RETIREMENT SYS $156.00 
NEWMAN TRAFFIC SIGNS $3,044.63 
NFPA $255.20 
NG, NORMAN $477.00 
NH ASSOC OF ASSESSING OFFICIAL $20.00 
NH ASSOC OF CHIEFS OF POLICE $100.00 
NH ASSOC OF FIRE CHIEFS $180.00 
NH BAR ASSOCIATION $60.00 
NH BUILDING OFFICIALS ASSOC $85.00 
NH DEPT OF STATE $2,483.00 
NH DIV FIRE STDS & TRAINING $1,395.00 
NH FIRE PREVENTION SOCIETY $559.00 
NH GOV'T FINANCE OFFICERS ASSN $165.00 
NH HEALTH OFFICERS ASSOCIATION $110.00 
NH HUMANE SOCIETY $9,250.00 
NH LAKES $1,000.00 
NH LIBRARY ASSOCIATION $350.00 
NH LIBRARY TRUSTEES ASSOC $40.00 
NH LOCAL WELFARE ADMIN ASSOC $30.00 
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NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION $7,565.90 
NH MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT ASSOC $428.00 
NH O.E. PARTS DIRECT $70.77 
NH OFFICE OF ENERGY & PLANNING $200.00 
NH PLANNERS ASSOCIATION $40.00 
NH POLICE ASSOCIATION $260.00 
NH PUBLIC WORKS ASSOCIATION $60.00 
NH PUBLIC WORKS MUTUAL AID $25.00 
NH RETIREMENT #1111 $438,657.85 
NH RIVERS COUNCIL $105.00 
NH ROAD AGENTS ASSOCIATION $20.00 
NH SECRETARY OF STATE OF NH $64.00 
NH STATE FIREMEN'S ASSOCIATION $840.00 








NHRPA   TARA TOWER  CPRP $155.00 
NHTCA/NHCTCA JOINT CERT COMM $275.00 
NICKERSON, KYLE $300.00 
NNERPC / STEVE BALBONI $70.00 
NORTHEAST PAGING / UCOM $79.46 
NORTHEAST RESOURCE RECOVERY $4,614.36 
NORTHEAST SECURITY AGENCY $1,416.00 
NORTHEAST TIRE SERVICE INC $18,649.49 
NRPA $434.00 
NRTCTA $30.00 
NUNGESSER & HILL ATTORNEYS $155.60 
NUTTER ENTERPRISES INC $21,829.76 
NU-VISION TECHNOLOGIES $670.40 
NYNE EQUIPMENT INC $162.71 
OAKSTONE PUBLISHING LLC $364.20 
OCE IMAGISTICS INC $1,017.38 
O'CONNOR, COREY J $320.00 
OFFICE WORLD INC $55.64 
OLD LAKE SHORE COOPERATIVE INC $1,178.00 
ONE COMMUNICATIONS $19,623.79 
O'NEIL, A.G. JR & DONNA M $1,914.50 
O'NEILL II, DANIEL $11.45 
ORIENTAL TRADING COMPANY $238.30 
OSBURN, PAUL D & SHARON L $19.31 
OSSIPEE MTN ELECTRONICS INC $13,741.46 
OWENS LEASING CO $9,300.00 
PANCOAST, JUDY $300.00 
PAQUETTE SIGNS $1,885.00 
PARENT, DUSTIN $469.31 
PARTS ASSOCIATES INC $8,103.53 
PAUGUS BAY SPORTING GOODS CO $33.98 
PAUL A ROGERS COMPANY $1,809.66 
PEMI GLASS & MIRROR $140.00 
PENCO PLUMBING & HEATING LLC $207.98 
PENDERGAST, DANA $176.00 
PEOPLEGIS $3,406.52 
PERSONS, RICHARD $30,692.00 
PETTINELLI & ASSOCIATES INC $14,999.99 
PETTY CASH $129.45 
PETTY CASH                  PD $308.60 
PETTY CASH                DPLU $35.00 
PETTY CASH        P&R $860.00 
PETTY CASH        SELECTMEN $600.59 
PICHE'S $288.00 
PICHES PRINT SHOP $269.50 
PIERCE, PETER $480.00 
PIKE INDUSTRIES INC $12,300.30 
PINE GROVE/MCCOY CEMETERY TTEE $30,000.00 
PINE STATE ELEVATOR CO $3,057.20 
PISCOPO, JAY $150.00 
PITNEY BOWES $3,456.00 
PITNEY BOWES INC $184.43 
PLODZIK & SANDERSON $27,851.00 
PLUMMER, DIRK W $875.00 
PLYMOUTH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL $200.00 
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POPE, JULIAN & ANDREA $107.51 
POPULAR SCIENCE $21.95 
POSTMASTER, LACONIA $126.00 
POWERPLAN $7,999.10 
PREMIER PRINTING $1,103.07 
PRESCOTT'S FLORIST $106.00 
PRIME STRIPE INC $217.80 
PRIMEX $6,170.00 
PROFESSIONAL VEHICLE CORP $79.40 
PROULX, NICHOLAS $220.00 
PSNH $35,427.23 
PSNH 56052351061 $904.42 
PSNH 56186651071 $141.22 
PSNH HARTFORD CT $1,080.84 
PSNH MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS $51,777.91 
PSNH-8001029-01-1-4 $21,467.78 
PUBLIC SAFETY CENTER INC $173.63 
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH $6,562.36 
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY $187.49 
PUTNEY PRESS $30.90 
QEEMP $216.00 
QUICK WILLIAM INC $94.00 
QUIK LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANERS $30.00 
QUILL CORPORATION $13,025.18 
R & B SUPPLY CO INC $451.93 
R G MEARN CO INC $1,229.10 
RADIO SHACK $32.99 
RAMBLIN VEWE FARM TRUST $6,418.35 
RCI ACQUISITION LLC $3,836.14 
REAL DATA CORP $282.00 
RED JACKET MOUNTAIN VIEW $307.00 
REIMERS, RONDA $250.47 
RELIANCE LABEL SOLUTIONS INC $215.71 
REYNOLDS, DAVID D & PATI G $6.47 
RICK GAGNON'S REPAIR SERVICE $794.57 
RJ THOMAS MFG CO INC $502.54 
ROBBINS AUTO PARTS $531.50 
ROBERTSON, COLIN & MARY $45.06 
ROCHE, FRANCIS X $319.29 
ROGER WILLIAMS UNIVERSITY $1,450.00 
ROOFTOP CONSTRUCTION LLC $15,300.00 
ROSA, STEPHEN A & MARY V $3.08 
ROY, MARK & TRICIA $97.91 
RP BROUILLARD 2001 I.V. TRUST $18.89 
RUGGLES, GEOFFREY B $466.92 
RYAN, RICHARD W SR & KATHY M $922.03 
S & S WORLDWIDE INC $1,069.98 
S E SECURITY CONSULTANTS INC $1,200.00 
S G REED TRUCK SERVICES INC $7,893.13 
SAFE KIDS WORLDWIDE $40.00 
SAFE RIDE NEWS PUBLICATIONS $84.95 
SAFELITE FULFILLMENT INC $1,006.75 
SAFETY-KLEEN SYSTEMS INC $171.16 
SALMON PRESS LLC $656.00 
SAMOSET CONDO $1,471.62 
SANBORN, CHERYL $730.00 
SANBORNTON FIRE DEPT $250.00 
SANDSTREET INVESTMENTS LLC $200.10 
SANEL AUTO PARTS #3 $1,114.39 
SANITARY DRY CLEANERS INC $81.95 
SANKEY, JANERO $35.00 
SAVIA, PHILIP & MARIE $14.20 
SAVING SPECIAL PLACES CONF. $285.00 
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL $103.99 
SCOPE TECHNOLOGIES CORP $76.00 
SCOTT, WILLIAM C & VIRGINIA A $1,710.65 
SEACOAST CHIEF FIRE OFF ASSOC $380.00 
SENSUS METERING SYSTEMS $1,320.00 
SESSLER LAW OFFICE PLLC $4,582.00 
SHARE CORP $1,077.98 
SHAWS $1,187.50 
SHEEHAN PHINNEY BASS+GREEN PA $170.00 
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO, THE $393.64 
SHORE POWER INC $55.28 
SILVA, JOHN $150.00 
SILVER SANDS MOTEL & MARINA $1,537.14 
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Town of Gilford 
2010 Vendor Payments 
Vendor Name Amount Vendor Name Amount
SIMPLEXGRINNELL LP $97.10 
SLATTON, DAVID & DEANNA $123.71 
SMITH, DAVE $110.00 
SMITH, DAVID B $7.39 
SOURCE4 $141.40 
SOUTHWORTH-MILTON INC $3,907.21 
SPORTS & MARINE PARAFUNALIA $781.54 
ST MARTIN CATHOLIC CHURCH $40.00 
STAFFORD OIL CO INC $2,044.40 
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN        PD $1,908.22 
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN       DPLU $97.99 
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN       DPW $176.45 
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN     TC/TC $1,528.71 
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN   FD $179.92 
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN   LIBRARY $1,931.27 
STAPLES CREDIT PLAN   P&R $16.98 
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE $4,767.50 
STATE OF NH - CRIMINAL RECORDS $599.00 
STATE OF NH - DMV $47.00 
STATE OF NH-MV $19,864.00 
STAY SAFE TRAFFIC PRODUCTS INC $689.02 
STAYWELL COMPANY, THE $33.02 
STEVEN J. SMITH & ASSOC. INC. $5,100.00 
STEVENS, TESSA $64.00 
STIEGLER, KELLY $160.40 
STOCKHAUSEN, ARTHUR & CAROL $6.13 
STONE, GARY $49.18 
STRAND BOOK STORE $2,798.47 
STRYKER SALES CORP. $1,191.45 
STUART, RICHARD $235.96 
SUGARLOAF AMBULANCE / $125,263.00 
SULLIVAN &, ROBIN J $20.33 
SULLIVAN, THOMAS $2,520.00 
TAGLIAMONTE, PATRICIA D $284.45 
TANNER, JESSICA $1,280.90 
TAYLOR RENTAL $5,111.80 
TEAM EJP CONCORD NH $39,958.76 
TEAMSTERS LOCAL 633 OF NH -$0.17 
TEE'S PLUS $687.73 
TENNIS COURTS OF NH INC $3,300.00 
THE COUNTRY PRESS INC $3,813.60 
THE HEARST CORPORATION $19.97 
THE SIGN SHOP $1,490.00 
THERRIEN, DON $60.00 
THEVENIN, W MICHAEL $1,696.31 
THOMPSON'S MOBILE RV SERVICE $77.54 
THOMSON WEST $40.25 
TIDD, ELIZABETH K $35.75 
TILTON TRAILER RENTAL CORP $2,801.00 
TOKARZ, CATHERINE M $1,009.38 
TOWER PUBLISHING $132.00 
TOWMASTERS $600.00 
TOWN OF GILFORD $28,452.99 
TOWN OF MOULTONBOROUGH $96.66 
TRAILER OUTLET, THE $75.00 
TREASURER STATE OF NH $933,544.31 
TRI STATE FIRE PROTECTION LLC $2,443.55 
TRI STATE HOOD & DUCT LLC $400.00 
TRUCK TRENDS INC $1,397.00 
TRUGREEN $1,938.00 
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS $578,562.29 
TRUSTWORTHY HARDWARE, LACONIA $1,271.57 
TWOMBLY, JEFFREY $871.20 
TYLER TECHNOLOGIES INC $7,025.00 
U-FRAME WE FRAME $57.40 
UNION LEADER CORPORATION $286.00 
UNITED DIVERS INC $972.65 
UNITED RENTALS $117.03 
UNITED RENTALS (NA) INC $1,242.14 
UNITED SITE SERVICES $4,163.00 
UNIVERSAL MEDIA CORP $1,160.43 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE $1,540.00 
UPSTART $141.73 
UPTON & HATFIELD LLP $1,735.31 
URSILLO, JEFF $1,000.00 
US CELLULAR ACT#477511762 $54.40 
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Town of Gilford 
2010 Vendor Payments 
Vendor Name Amount Vendor Name Amount
US IDENTIFICATION MANUAL $82.50 
US POLICE CANINE ASSOC INC $332.21 
USPCA $40.00 
VACMAN & BOBBIN LLC $386.91 
VAILLANCOURT, RICHARD H & JEAN $28.00 
VCA L R VETERINARY HOSPITAL $73.92 
VERDILE PHILIBOTTE, STEPHANIE $174.87 
VERIZON WIRELESS $1,826.64 
VILLAGE WEST CONDO ASSOC $4,690.81 
VIRTUAL TOWN HALL HOLDINGS LLC $1,675.00 
W B MASON CO INC $1,008.14 
W.S. DARLEY & CO. $920.82 
WAL MART PHCY 10-2639 $0.00 
WALL, DOUGLAS R $75.36 
WALMART COMMUNITY/GEMB $845.57 
WALMART COMMUNITY/GEMB    FD $346.92 
WALMART COMMUNITY/GEMB  P&R $429.62 
WALMART COMMUNITY/GEMB  PD $791.70 
WALMARTCOMMUNITY/GEMB   DPW $1,871.37 
WARNICK, PAUL $300.00 
WASHINGTON STREET CAFE $0.00 
WASTE MGMT OF NEW HAMPTON NH $101,511.65 
WATER INDUSTRIES INC $942.42 
WATER SAFETY PRODUCTS INC $678.00 
WATTS, MELANIE $65.00 
WELLS FARGO EQUIPMENT FINANCE $97,473.20 
WEST PAYMENT CENTER $230.60 
WESTERLY FIRE DEPARTMENT $50.00 
WHARF INDUSTRIES PRINTING INC $2,349.00 
WHITE, MELANCY FAY $800.00 
WHITEFLAG ARGO $219.94 
WILDFIRE $524.00 
WILDLIFE ENCOUNTERS ZOO $276.40 
WILKINSON-BEANE FUNERAL HOME $700.00 
WILLETT, ELAINE V $424.95 
WILLIAM SMETHURST & SON INC $112.47 
WILLIAMS, DENIS $95.00 
WILSON, GARY R $8.95 
WINNIPESAUKEE TRUCK $17,591.52 
WINNIPESAUKEE VETERINARY $86.15 
WINNISQUAM PRINTING & COPYING $3,233.41 
WIRTH, JULIE $31.00 
WISE EL SANTO CO INC $1,047.13 
WOLCOTT CONSTRUCTION INC $668,051.98 
WOLFE, TIMOTHY $150.00 
WOLTERS KLUWER $50.90 
WORCESTER, JOHN $900.00 
WORKING DOG FOUNDATION $500.00 
YACHT CLUB VISTA CONDO ASSOC $1,956.56 
YOUNG, KIRK $150.00 
ZARELLA, MICHAEL & THERESA $69.26 
ZD TREE SERVICE $600.00 
ZEE MEDICAL INC $400,209.76 
ZOLL MEDICAL CORPORATION GPO $1,276.22 
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Town of Gilford 
2010 Employee Wages & Benefits 
Base Other Payroll Taxes
Job Title Department Wages Earnings & Benefits
Account Clerk Finance & Appraisal $21,192.96 $0.00 $2,606.63 
Accountant Finance & Appraisal $44,376.03 $0.00 $22,403.01 
Administrative Assistant Planning & Land Use $36,625.88 $1,407.74 $21,989.64 
Administrative Secretary Administration $44,081.37 $956.22 $22,500.33 
Assessing Technician Finance & Appraisal $26,025.53 $18.21 $3,111.26 
Assessing Technician Finance & Appraisal $42,422.80 $2,384.45 $19,116.54 
Assistant Clerk/Collector Town Clerk - Tax Collector $29,272.69 $252.15 $10,419.93 
Assistant Clerk/Collector Town Clerk - Tax Collector $27,377.92 $123.22 $25,903.61 
Assistant Clerk/Collector Town Clerk - Tax Collector $13,397.34 $0.00 $1,024.78 
Assistant Clerk/Collector Town Clerk - Tax Collector $30,202.81 $291.91 $26,292.40 
Assistant Clerk/Collector Town Clerk - Tax Collector $14,130.97 $0.00 $12,421.40 
Assistant Librarian Library $33,945.60 $0.00 $21,318.19 
Building&Grounds Supervisor Buildings & Grounds $32,891.40 $4,370.99 $26,494.48 
Checklist Supervisor Elected Officials $1,011.00 $0.00 $77.33 
Checklist Supervisor Elected Officials $21.25 $0.00 $1.63 
Checklist Supervisor Elected Officials $1,161.00 $0.00 $88.82 
Checklist Supervisor Elected Officials $1,161.00 $0.00 $88.82 
Clerk Police Dept. $42,424.81 $122.88 $28,519.06 
Code Enforcement Officer Planning & Land Use $60,560.96 $3,579.31 $20,734.21 
Communication Specialist Police Dept. $43,022.01 $3,907.00 $16,487.54 
Communication Specialist Police Dept. $17,682.87 $758.13 $1,410.75 
Communication Specialist Police Dept. $45,654.92 $7,568.11 $29,733.64 
Communication Specialist Police Dept. $36,694.56 $2,963.07 $27,337.61 
Communication Specialist Police Dept. $38,145.00 $1,824.39 $27,403.05 
Communication Specialist Police Dept. $19,582.56 $695.16 $5,308.26 
Custodian Buildings & Grounds $28,535.14 $1,842.50 $12,307.60 
Deputy Clerk - Collector Town Clerk - Tax Collector $39,228.88 $730.34 $12,363.45 
Deputy Fire Chief Fire Dept. $74,943.06 $920.04 $36,603.53 
Deputy Fire Chief Fire Dept. $21,278.16 $359.96 $6,788.13 
Deputy Police Chief Police Dept. $75,673.02 $2,528.50 $35,007.87 
Deputy Treasurer Finance & Appraisal $600.00 $0.00 $45.92 
Detective Police Dept. $54,096.56 $12,268.79 $31,265.29 
Election Worker Elections $242.25 $0.00 $18.54 
Election Worker Elections $225.25 $0.00 $17.24 
Election Worker Elections $378.25 $0.00 $28.95 
Election Worker Elections $242.25 $0.00 $18.54 
Election Worker Elections $367.94 $0.00 $28.16 
Election Worker Elections $135.50 $0.00 $10.37 
Election Worker Elections $297.00 $0.00 $22.73 
Executive Secretary Public Works Admin. $35,015.03 $693.58 $14,086.58 
Finance Director Finance & Appraisal $70,915.76 $1,932.71 $33,641.70 
Fire Chief Fire Dept. $41,795.62 $2,192.50 $14,629.14 
Fire Inspector Fire Dept. $38,750.55 $1,637.63 $3,812.23 
Fire Lieutenant Fire Dept. $55,840.51 $18,981.76 $36,140.47 
Fire Lieutenant Fire Dept. $62,869.67 $16,806.36 $37,107.80 
Fire Lieutenant Fire Dept. $55,800.00 $10,918.05 $28,811.60 
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Town of Gilford 
2010 Employee Wages & Benefits 
Base Other Payroll Taxes
Job Title Department Wages Earnings & Benefits
Firefighter Fire Dept. $49,202.39 $11,015.09 $32,391.13 
Firefighter Fire Dept. $45,723.64 $9,605.52 $32,265.68 
Firefighter Fire Dept. $45,547.92 $5,610.75 $31,438.04 
Firefighter Fire Dept. $46,290.05 $13,214.60 $33,081.12 
Firefighter Fire Dept. $42,191.81 $15,733.28 $32,300.79 
Firefighter Fire Dept. $39,474.14 $16,219.20 $18,462.33 
Firefighter Fire Dept. $48,233.50 $10,259.45 $32,867.21 
Firefighter Fire Dept. $53,694.28 $10,001.50 $33,969.80 
Firefighter Fire Dept. $39,328.70 $8,200.04 $16,894.55 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $111.95 $0.00 $8.56 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $1,558.17 $388.13 $148.88 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $2,903.42 $1,526.63 $338.87 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $20.88 $0.00 $1.59 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $1,448.55 $94.88 $118.09 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $1,530.45 $534.76 $157.99 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $110.17 $0.00 $8.43 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $2,974.40 $1,229.01 $321.57 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $70.47 $0.00 $5.39 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $28.74 $0.00 $2.20 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $1,066.52 $1,638.76 $206.96 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $7,243.34 $1,945.50 $702.95 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $99.18 $0.00 $7.59 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $1,912.53 $172.50 $159.51 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $1,308.05 $224.25 $117.22 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $5,034.05 $1,750.88 $519.02 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $3,157.58 $1,868.01 $384.45 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $2,825.68 $2,869.01 $435.66 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $2,351.73 $1,474.89 $292.72 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $2,363.60 $974.63 $255.40 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $211.57 $258.75 $35.97 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $934.72 $0.00 $71.49 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $216.32 $0.00 $16.57 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $219.24 $0.00 $16.79 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $1,860.96 $850.50 $207.39 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $3,316.32 $534.76 $294.61 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $853.88 $0.00 $65.30 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $2,971.80 $212.50 $243.59 
Firefighter, Call Fire Dept. $160.47 $0.00 $12.27 
Heavy Equipment Operator Highway $30,224.97 $10,021.89 $26,102.33 
Highway Foreman Highway $39,068.12 $5,602.39 $27,941.82 
Laborer, PT Highway $5,164.50 $0.00 $395.10 
Laborer, PT Highway $3,511.75 $0.00 $268.63 
Laborer, PT Highway $8,867.52 $281.62 $699.89 
Laborer, PT Highway $7,543.76 $203.75 $592.67 
Landfill Attendant Solid Waste - Recycling $33,527.08 $768.92 $26,140.34 
Landfill Attendant Solid Waste - Recycling $18,418.71 $0.00 $1,408.89 
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Town of Gilford 
2010 Employee Wages & Benefits 
Base Other Payroll Taxes
Job Title Department Wages Earnings & Benefits
Library Assistant Library $27,679.63 $0.00 $13,508.00 
Library Assistant Library $26,832.82 $0.00 $12,037.23 
Library Assistant Library $18,643.27 $0.00 $11,831.95 
Library Assistant Library $23,517.07 $0.00 $1,933.76 
Library Assistant Library $582.48 $0.00 $44.56 
Library Assistant Library $1,623.14 $0.00 $124.22 
Library Assistant Library $28,884.80 $0.00 $11,203.06 
Library Clerk Library $3,946.07 $0.00 $301.85 
Library Director Library $70,472.41 $1,357.62 $33,522.48 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $1,743.94 $0.00 $133.41 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $4,403.07 $0.00 $336.82 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $3,100.10 $0.00 $237.17 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $1,329.39 $0.00 $101.72 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $3,550.05 $0.00 $271.58 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $2,469.60 $0.00 $188.92 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $3,318.24 $0.00 $253.85 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $3,751.19 $0.00 $286.97 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $4,223.79 $0.00 $323.13 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $192.40 $0.00 $14.72 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $3,564.04 $0.00 $272.67 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $4,505.28 $0.00 $344.66 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $1,993.83 $0.00 $152.54 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $3,903.10 $0.00 $298.59 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $3,643.21 $0.00 $278.70 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $1,774.75 $0.00 $135.77 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $3,032.53 $0.00 $232.01 
Lifeguard Parks & Recreation $4,545.75 $0.00 $347.76 
Mechanic Highway $40,169.60 $3,409.28 $22,279.97 
Mechanic Highway $49,125.72 $2,242.46 $20,055.92 
Moderator Elected Officials $300.00 $0.00 $22.96 
Moderator Elected Officials $375.00 $0.00 $28.70 
Operations Manager Public Works Admin. $52,710.89 $1,570.00 $30,522.90 
Parking Attendant Police Dept. $5,943.00 $189.00 $469.12 
Parking Attendant Police Dept. $6,195.00 $504.00 $512.47 
Parks & Recreation Director Parks & Recreation $49,486.64 $1,508.00 $16,198.76 
Planning Director Planning & Land Use $71,222.03 $520.00 $21,078.69 
Police Chief Police Dept. $88,982.89 $4,687.00 $37,847.50 
Police Lieutenant Police Dept. $72,522.10 $802.28 $33,016.10 
Police Officer Police Dept. $6,649.44 $549.27 $1,153.82 
Police Officer Police Dept. $49,410.38 $5,685.40 $23,944.48 
Police Officer Police Dept. $36,625.04 $5,563.43 $21,658.27 
Police Officer Police Dept. $136.24 $0.00 $10.43 
Police Officer Police Dept. $47,531.93 $4,102.96 $28,996.41 
Police Officer Police Dept. $7,472.90 $6,035.25 $1,033.38
Police Officer Police Dept. $49,943.52 $9,608.43 $28,511.43 
Police Officer Police Dept. $61,747.04 $6,857.69 $32,283.12 
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Town of Gilford 
2010 Employee Wages & Benefits 
Base Other Payroll Taxes
Job Title Department Wages Earnings & Benefits
Police Officer Police Dept. $43,244.22 $6,715.77 $15,683.92 
Police Officer Police Dept. $54,000.59 $7,628.07 $31,152.37 
Police Officer Police Dept. $50,454.44 $10,408.09 $16,025.28 
Police Officer Police Dept. $47,830.08 $11,207.52 $24,552.98 
Police Officer Police Dept. $48,332.60 $20,176.32 $18,648.54 
Police Officer Police Dept. $7,976.16 $0.00 $4,733.61 
Police Officer Police Dept. $7,908.92 $0.00 $114.68 
Police Officer Police Dept. $41,076.35 $4,651.75 $28,015.95 
Police Officer Police Dept. $52,476.96 $7,442.64 $30,325.11 
Police Sergeant Police Dept. $41,740.73 $1,689.23 $22,412.26 
Public Works Director Public Works Admin. $80,000.36 $2,400.00 $20,579.32 
Recreation Assistant Parks & Recreation $24,114.18 $1,196.67 $13,725.06 
Recreation Assistant Parks & Recreation $8,276.58 $0.00 $633.08 
Recreation Maintenance Parks & Recreation $12,030.90 $0.00 $920.40 
Rink Maintenance Parks & Recreation $533.02 $0.00 $40.78 
Rink Maintenance Parks & Recreation $717.56 $0.00 $54.89 
Secretary Fire Dept. $43,427.22 $0.00 $18,110.53 
Secretary Planning & Land Use $33,003.44 $195.40 $26,921.34 
Selectman Elected Officials $2,500.00 $0.00 $191.24 
Selectman Elected Official $2,500.00 $0.00 $191.24 
Selectman Elected Officials $2,500.00 $0.00 $191.24 
Sewer Superintendant Sewer $41,388.77 $2,777.72 $12,787.18 
Sewer Technician Sewer $29,921.38 $879.24 $23,783.36 
Town Administrator Administration $92,224.53 $2,363.36 $31,513.08 
Town Clerk - Tax Collector Town Clerk - Tax Collector $58,800.04 $1,689.97 $19,598.36 
Treasurer Elected Officials $3,000.00 $0.00 $229.52 
Truck Driver Highway $29,624.64 $4,068.23 $12,057.04 
Truck Driver Highway $28,087.20 $4,574.09 $20,309.88 
Truck Driver Highway $41,014.27 $7,500.12 $15,863.48 
Truck Driver Highway $35,930.24 $3,552.80 $26,039.64 
Truck Driver Highway $25,764.35 $6,844.83 $24,838.34 
Truck Driver Highway $36,570.31 $4,086.56 $26,208.45 
Truck Driver Highway $28,558.32 $3,701.76 $12,776.81 
Truck Driver Highway $35,024.12 $3,200.38 $23,308.48 
Videographer Administration $237.50 $0.00 $18.21 
Welfare Director Finance & Appraisal $9,000.00 $519.96 $728.28 
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TOWN OF GILFORD 
2011 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT 
To the inhabitants of the Town of Gilford in the State of New Hampshire. qualified to vote in Town 
affairs: 
FIRST SESSION 
You are hereby notified to meet for tht! First Session of the 2011 Annual Town Meeting, to be held in the 
Gilford High School Auditorium. in said Town of Gilford, on Tuesday. February 8, beginning at seven 
o'clock in the evening (7:00 p.m.). The First Session will consist of explanation, discussion and debate 
on c:ach of the following warrant articles; and will afford those voters who are present the opportunity to 
propose. debate and adopt amendments to each warrant article to the extent prescribed under the laws of 
the State of New Hampshire. 
SECOND SESSION 
You are hereby notified to meet for the Second Session of the 2011 Annual Town Meeting, to be held in 
the Gilford Middle School Gymnasium, in said Town of Gilford, on Tuesday, March 8, beginning at 
S<!ven o 'clock in the morning (7 :00 a.m.) until the closing of the polls at seven o ' clock in the evening 
( 7:00 p.m.). The Second Session will consist of voting by official ballot to elect Town Officers and 
voting by official ballot on all warrant articles from the First Session, as may be amended. as follows: 
ARTICLE I: To choose the necessary Town Officers for the following year; to wit: 
One Selectman for a 3 year term 
One Town Clerk - Tax Collector for a 3 year term 
One Treasurer for a 3 year term 
One Trustee of Trust Funds for a 3 year term 
One Library Trustees for a 3 year term 
Three Budget Committee Members for 3 year terms 
One Fire Engineer for a 3 year term 
One Cemetery Trustee for a 3 year term 
ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number I as proposed by the 
Gilford Planning Board for the Gilford Zoning Ordinance as follows: 
Create a new land use, Accessory Apartment, and related regulations as follows: amend 
Article 3 by modifying the existing definition of Apartment and creating a new definition 
for Accessory Apartment; create a 11ew Section 4.6. 17. Accessory Apartment, as an 
accessory use permitted in the Natural Resource Residential zone. Single Family 
Residential zone. and the Limited Residential zone, and as a prohibited use in all other 
zones; create a new Section 4.7.6(p), Accessory Apartment, allowing up to one ( I) 
Acces.sory Apartment per lot in a single-family dwell ing or an accessory building under 
co:rtain conditions, requiring the propeny owner to occupy either the principle dwelling or 
the accessory apartment, allowing no more than two (2) bedrooms per apartment, 
allowing an apartment to be between 300 and 1.000 square feet in area but not exceed 
40% of the gross floor area of the building in which it is located, and providing related 
regulations; and amend Section 6.18, Density of Dwelling Units to Land Area, to 
accommodate Accessory Apartments. (An official copy of the entire proposal is on file 
at the Town Clerk's Office and on display at the meeting place on the date of the Town 
Meetings and may be viewed at www.gilfordnh.org.) 
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ARTICLE 3: A.re you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number 2 as proposed by the 
Gilford Planning Board for the Gilford Zoning Ordinance as follows: 
Amend Section 4.7.6(e), Home Occupation, to prohibit visibility of most home 
occupations outside a building, to specify signage limitations for home occupations, to 
prohibit home occupations from becoming nuisances, to specify screening requirements 
for certain outdoor uses associated with home occupations, to regulate storage and idling 
of larger vehicles used in connection with home occupations, and to make other related 
changes. (An official copy of the entire proposal is on file at the Town Clerk's Office 
and on display at the meeting place on the date of the Town Meetings and may be viewed 
at www.gilfordnh.org.) 
ARTICLE 4: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number 3 as proposed by the 
Gilford Planning Board for the Gilford Zoning Ordinance as follows: 
Amend Section 5.2. l, Island and Shore Frontage District, by deleting Section (b) in its 
entirety and replacing it with a new Section (b) requiring uses within 100 foet of the 
water bodies regulated by Section 5.2.1 (Lake Winnipesaukee, Saltmarsh Pond. Lily 
Pond. Poor Fann Brook, Meadow Brook. Jewett Brook. Gunstock River. and any other 
year-round brook) to be subject to the provisions of the Aquifer Protection District as 
specified in Article 19 whereas certain uses are currently prohibited altogether on lots 
abutting or within 100 feet of the subject waters; and by amending Section (c)( I) to state 
that effective erosion control measures a.re required within 100 feet of the subject waters; 
and making other related changes. (An official copy of the entire proposal is on file at 
the Town Clerk's Office and on display at the meeting place on the date of the Town 
Meetings and may be viewed at www.gilfordnh.org.) 
ARTICLES: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment Number 4 as proposed by the 
Gilford Planning Boa.rd for the Gilford Zoning Ordinance as follows: 
Amend Section 7.5, Off-Street Parking Standards, by modifying the minimum parking 
requirements for many land uses including reducing the amount of parking required in 
most cases and increasing it in other cases; add a new Section 7.5.3.27 to create parking 
requirements for Boat Storage facilities; and to make other related changes. (An official 
copy of the entire proposal is on file at the Town Clerk's Office and on display at the 
meeting place on the date of the Town Meetings and may be viewed at 
www .gilfordnh.org.) 
ARTICLE 6: Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including 
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth 
on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth 
therein, totaling $11,209,988? Should this article be defeated, the default budget shall be $11,207,660, 
which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town or by 
law; or the Board of Selectmen may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40: 13, X and 
XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. (Recommended by the Selectmen by a vote 
of 3 to 0) (Recommended by the Budget Committee by a vote of 9 to 0) (Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 7: Shall the Town vote to approve the cost items included in the two year collective 
bargaining agreement reached between the Board of Selectmen and AFSCME Local 534 on behalf of 
certain Public Works Department employees, which calls for a wage and benefit package that requires no 
appropriation (SO) for the estimated costs necessary to fund the collective bargaining agreement in the 
current fiscal year over the appropriations previously approved for wages and benefits that were paid in 
the prior fiscal year'? The estimated cost to fund the wages and benefits in the second year of the 
agreement is an increase of $33,060 over the costs paid to fund the wages and benefits in the first year of 
the agreement. (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote of 3 to 0) (Recommended by the 
Budget Committee by a vote of 9 to 0) (Majority Vote Required) 
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ARTICLE 8: Shall the Town vote to approve the cost items included in the one year collective 
bargaining agreement reached between the Board of Selectmen and Teamsters, Local 633 on behalf of 
certain Police Depanment employees. which calls for a wage and benefit package that requires no 
appropriation ($0) for the estimated costs necessary to fund the collective bargaining agreement in the 
current fiscal year over the appropriations previously approved for wages and benefits that were paid in 
the prior fiscal year? (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote of 3 to 0) (Recommended by 
the Budget Committee by a vote of9 to 0) (Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 9: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars 
($10,000) to be added to the Glendale Boat and Launch Ramp Facilities Maintenance Capital Reserve 
Fund previously established? (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote of 3 to 0) 
(Recommended by the Budget Committee by a vote of 10 to 2) (Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 10: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars 
($ I 0,000) to be added to the Water Supply Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund prev iously established? 
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote of 3 co 0) (Recommended by the Budget Committee 
by a vote of 12 to 0) (Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 11: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand dollars 
($20,000) to be added to the Building Repair Capital Reserve Fund previously established'? 
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote of 3 to 0) (Recommended by the Budget Committee 
by a vote of 12 to 0) (Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 12: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred eighty-two 
thousand five hundred dollars ($182,500) to purchase a Department of Public Works Front End Loader 
and authorize the withdrawal of one hundred eighty-two thousand five hundred dollars ($182,500) from 
the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously established; whereby this entire amount shall 
not be raised from taxation? (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote of 3 to 0) 
(Recommended by the Budget Committee by a vote of 6 to 2) (Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 13: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars 
($10,000) to be added to the Sewer Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund previously established? This 
amount to come from sewer user fees and shall not be raised from taxation. (Recommended by the Board 
of Selc:ctmen by a vote of 3 to 0) (Recommended by the Budget Committee by a vote of 12 to 0) 
(Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 14: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty-eight thousand 
dollars ($58,000) to be added to the Lakes Business Park Capital Reserve Fund previously established, 
pursuant to the terms of the Intermunicipal Agreement which was approved under Anicle 18 of the 200 I 
Annual Town Meeting? (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote of 3 to 0) (Recommended 
by the Budget Committee by a vote of 8 to 4) (Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE IS: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand five 
hundred dollars ($3,500) to suppon a share of the services provided to Gilford residents to access 
counsding and family support services, without regard to income, from Child and Family Services? 
Child and Family Services provides accessible and affordable programs to children, youth and their 
families leading to stronger family connections, improved school performance and better citizenship. 
From July I, 2009 through June 30, 2010, 83 Gilford residents receive 688 units of service, 43 days of 
residential care and 6 weeks of overnight summer camping services valued at over $31,000 from Child 
and Family Services. (By Petition) (Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote of Oto 3) 
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee by a vote of 5 to 7) (Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 16: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of eleven thousand seven 
hundred thirty-nine dollars ($11,739) to Genesis Behavioral Health for the delivery of Emergency Mental 
Health Services? These sc:rvices include access to Master's level clinicians and psychiatrists by 
individuals, schools, police and others, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. (By Petition) 
(Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote of Oto 3) (Not recommended by the Budget 
Committee by a tie vote of 6 to 6) (Majority Vote Required) 
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ARTICLE 17: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand 
dollars ($25,000) to support the operations of Community Health & Hospice, Inc., a local agency that 
provides visiting nurse services, hospice care, homemaker services for the elderly, and pediatric care to 
residents of the Town of Gilford, NH? Town funds are used chiefly to support hospice care, pediatric 
care to children at medical or social ri sk, homemaker services allowing the frail elderly to avoid 
institutionalization, community wellness clinics, caregiver & bereavement support groups, immunization 
services and other charitable home care. In 20 IO residents of Gilford received 4071 home visits from 
Community Health & Hospice, Inc., and 322 participated in immunization clinics, wellness c linics and 
support groups. (By Petition) (Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote of Oto 3) 
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee by a tie vote of 6 to 6) (Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 18: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of eight thousand seven 
hundred sixty-two dollars ($8,762) lo support the operation of the Laconia Area Center of Community 
Action Program? The Laconia Area Center staff provides low income, elderly and disabled residents of 
Gilford assistance with basic needs such as fuel assistance, electric assistance, Meals-on-Wheels, rental 
assistance, security deposits for housing and maintain a food pantry accessible evt:ry day during business 
hours. In 2009 resid.:nts of Gilford received $795,714 in services through the programs of Community 
Ac tion Program, Belknap-Merrimack Counties, Inc., and the Laconia Area Center. (By Pet ition) 
(Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote ofO lo 3) (Recommended hy the Budget 
Committee by a vole of 5 to3) (Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 19: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand dollars 
($2,000) to New Beginnings. the center for intervention, support and advocacy for those whose lives have 
been affected by domestic, sexual and stalking violence, and these services include access to crisis line. 
staff and advocates by individuals, schools, police, hospitals and others 24 hours per day, 7 days per 
week? (By Petition) (Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote ofO to 3) (Not 
recommended by the Budget Committee by a tie vote of 6 to 6) (Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 20: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand dollars 
($3,000) for operating expenses for the 2012 Gilford Bicentennial celebrations, cons isting of I-shirts, 
advertising, entertainment and banners? T-shirt sales will return a significant amount. (By Petition) 
(Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen by a vote of I to 2) (Not recommended by the Budget 
Committee by a vote of Oto 8) (Majority Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 21: Shall the Town authorize the Selectmen to accept a deed conveying ownership of 
all real estate and other assets previously owned by the Pine Grove-McCoy Cemetery Association? If this 
article is approved and the deed accepted, the Town would then own, operate and maintain such 
properties as Town Cemeteries, in accordance with applicable laws. (Majority Vote Required) 
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS ON THIS THE 26th DAY OF JANUARY. 2011 BY THE Gil.FORD 
BOARD OF SELECTMEN. ATTEST: 
-Chair 
SEAL OF THE TOWN, A TRUE COPY. ATTEST: 
D~L 7}/_ &vzk!4., 1/.N/11 
Denise M. Gonyer, Town Clerk 0 
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN 
WITH A MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 
OF: Gilford NH _______ ;::;.:.:..:..;.;:...;:;.a,..;.;:.;:~--------------
B U D GET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED 
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24 
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2011 
or Fiscal Year From _________ to _______ _ 
IMPORTANT: 
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municlpalltles. 
1. Use this form to list the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles in the appropriate 
recommended and not recommended area. All proposed appropriations must be on this form. 
2. Hold at feast one public hearing on this budget. 
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be 
placed on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration 
at the address below within 20 days after the meeting. 
This form was posted with the warrant on (Date): ______________ _ 
BUDGET COMMITTEE 
Please sign In Ink. 
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT 
FOR ORA USE ONLY 
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION 
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION 






\ MS-7 \ Sudget - Town of ___;Gx;i:.ill~2.urd""1~N~H=------------ FY_m1 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -
OP &id. Appropriadona AcWa1 &E.LfCTllfN'UPPROPRIAT06$ BUDGET COIIIIITTEFS APPROPRIAT06$ PURPOSE Of APPROPRIATIONS Wan. Pri«YMI Aa ~ EMUinQ Fi.cal YNI En6UinQ Fitlcal YMI ACCT.• IRSA 32:3,V) Alt.I Approved bv ORA Priof Year 1~1 INot~OffllMndedl IR~I (No4RKOmmended) GENERAL GOVERNIIENT ~, · ..,;>~~i ~~·-·:-~ ~ . . -
4130-4139 ElWCIJIIVII I llS.121 2R5" 2SS.272 Us.272 
4140-4149 Elucuon R= l V1WI St.illlolla; I 317,IOO :SU,151 371.161 371.111 
4150-4151 F,n.inc.ial Adm1f\l!,1ta110n 1 553.112 s.>o,o75 ssun S!l4.7l7 
4152 Ruv.ilu.i\lOn of Pronnrtu 
4153 LuaJ I Ell.Dttn:.U I 1$,IOO l2.3SI 11,IOCI 61,IOO 
4155-4159 Pur:.onn.:I Admtn11111.i110n 
4191-4193 PIJnniM l Zonino I 122.141 311541 2'11.U.611 2'M,..O 
4194 GontsrJI GovurMlent BwkSIMII I n&,564 211.307 m,.207 Ul,207 
4195 ~motimu:. I 43,IOO 41,717 44,000 44,000 
419o ln:.uranco 1 117,$57 201.ns 211,111 211,111 
4197 Aaverti~ & ReclOOdt Assoc, 
4199 Otht:r GeflljrJI Government 
PlJRl_lt!-!lAl:ETV .._...,, ·-~· f.,. .-.-i.'.Ji:~-r·_,~--~~-.1-!/~9-•·.,_~,;~!'- <. ~ 'f:' ......... ·• (" • > 
42 10-4214 Police I 2.14&.511 2.oaJ.S71 2.117111 2,117,111 
4215-4219 Amt>ul.incu 
4220-4229 Firu I 1,111,521 1,174,470 1,751.414 1 751,414 
424().4249 8u1k11M lfl:.llfiCIIOn 
4290-4298 Emernu,v,v Mal\dQtimenl I 3,'600 l. 111 J,IOI l.lOI 
4299 Olher llncludlM CommUNCJIIOru.l I 4U21 l3.Z11 51,011 51,1166 • T/AVIATIONr.FNrER .~.:-~ •··.: ~ -~.v-;1-,;~L ...... _ ~ . . 
4301--4309 Airoon 006t1,1110rn. 
C ~ -- aa -~ • • .. ·a -&Sru.FT!l l .. ,. '-:~ ~- ,' .. i·' ._: ' 41i !..1.-t,. - .._1_."·J-. I'.!_ A. --. ·~-· - ~ I 
4311 Adm1niwc1110n I 15',U2 156,200 XA.Sl:Z 211,&J.2 
4312 HIQhw.iv:. l SUOOIS I 1,750,423 1,l20,1l0 1,IOO 50t 1,IOO,SOII 
4313 8ndat11, I S..000 200 5,000 5,000 
MS-7 
D -•• •A '41"" 
W
 7
!ws-1 l Budget • Town of _Gilford, NH _________ _ FY _2011_ 
5 1 2 3 4 
OP Bud. App,opnatlona Acw.11 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WA«. Priof y..,. Aa Eltpendlwru 
ACCT.II (RSA 32:3.VI Alt.I .,_rvoved bv ORA PriorYur 
HIGHWAYS & STREET& (c:onL) 
~. - .- --· ~ ~ 
431b Sltwl L1<1hl11lQ ' 24,MI 2l,l2l 
4319 Qu,1,-, • 214,NZ , ..... 
SANITATION .. •·. ' . " 
4321 Admini:.tt .11,on 
4323 Sol.cl WJ:.W Colkiclion 
4324 Solid W.t:.IU D1:,nru...tl I M2.lll 511A12 
4325 Solid W.t:.lu CltWn~D 
432~329 S-.tnt1 Coll & Dt'JYl.,_,1 & Oth..r 
WUER u1:111UBUTION & TREATIIEJ IT ~ L' . -· . ._.., . 1.-A - . 1..--, .. , 
4331 Admirn:.lt J 110n 
4332 WdlUfStifVICCS 
433f>-4339 Wdh:f TriwltTienl ConMIN & QII\(.-( 
6 7 
SEL£CTMEN'S APPROPRIATIONS 
Enauing FiaQJ y..,. 




201.700 , . .. , 
111.n, 
.~ ' 
Ei.ECTRIC . . . y~~:. "l . ••. ( --~ I t '~ . ' . ~~- ., .,_ 
4351-4352 Admtn and Gunu,a110n 
4353 Purc:h.i:.o ~u. 
43f>4 EIUCVIC Eau,omool MJ1111UnJnc:e 
4159 Oltlot EluClnC Co:.ts 
HEALTPMIS:I .,, .... .,, . , .. ' - •• ,.- .~:.::i._·., -;._« i;, ·- . - . 
••• a 
~ . 
4411 Ad1-mn1ltlrJIIOII I l,104 2,111 l ,tU 
4414 Pui.1 Conuol 
4-41~1\J HUJhh Ant.-tlClus & Ho= & OU\er 
4441-4442 Ad~illlOn & D11tld A:.$15.I I 71,0tO I0.112 ntN 
4444 lnlulOOllt.'fTlfflenldl W ellau1 Pavt:tMIS 
4445-4449 Vundo, PullffltinlS & Olhe< 
8 9 . 
BUDGET COMM. APPROPRIATIONS 













I MS-7 I Budget • Town of _Gilford, NH _________ _ FY _2011_ 
2 3 - 4 5 6 - 7 
OP Bud. App,opriationa At;\UII SE1.£CTMEN'$ Al'f'R0PRIA llOMS 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS Warr. PnorYNl'M E&pendilutN EnawngfiKaJYNI' 
ACCT• IRSA 32 :3.VI M.11 ADDto'led by ORA PrlotYNI' Reca1111M11.,.. (Mot ll•__,,..,,I 
CULTURE£ RECREATION 
. ,-. t-'\ .. !,;' -. •• -} . . '1 ~(.'~1J; ~-~-,-~ ·~ ~' '.-~. ~' 
4520-4529 PJrii.:. & Rucr...iuon • 250.lll lltJ:U mm 
4~50-45!19 LtbfclN • ,11,IIO '31.511 '33.l71 
4583 Pc11nOIIC P\Jrnnu.,o I 125 10I 125 
4589 Qulur Culwro & Reat1c1b0n 
·•1u- ■- -· -; .. '/ .• : Ii, .J . ·"-.'i!' : ll,· ~. '. . 
4011-4612 Aamlll & Purdl of N.il ReM>Uran, • 21"""' 20 ...... 22.5ll 
4619 Otn"' Com,ctv.iuon 
·•~:~ +w~t~~r A;~.~-1~j,_.-te--~i_o/j) 2:~-~,_. · ~ 
4b31-1632 Rtldov•,ioomtsnt and Haus.no 
4651◄b!l9 Economic - unt 
DEST ---- -- ---' .-=t:r"L·-i_·~=. ,.. . \~ . ~ •'" ... .. - . 
4711 Pnnc.- Lnnn Term Bonds & NotuJ. • 421.au '3J"ltlll '34,112 
4721 lntu,ei.t-Lono Term Bonds & No18S ' 104,057 IOfff 71,600 
4723 Int on T •• AnllelrubOl'I Notus • I I 
47~799 Ochw Ocl>t SeMctt 




4902 MJc:nin•""· V11hlc:lus & E"'•1omU11t I 57.410 130$1 121,sal 
4903 Bu11d1n<1:. 
4009 lml)(OVtlffll:fllS Ocher Than Rldn5 . ' - - ._,;:;. TA.- , _____ OUT 'a ' .. -' ,: . fi_l_,~L\.~ .. -:J.. ·'· • - ~1, _ .... f' ,fl'..·~ .... ' - • .. ' - ... 
4912 To Sn. ...... l Ruvenue Fund 
4913 To CJ011ol Pr01tlCb Fund 
4914 To Enten>nw, Fund 
• 5.lwt!( I lll,ST7 711421 152111 




8 - 9 -
BUOGET COMMITTEFS ~TIONS 













(Nol R-ndedl . . 
C 







[Ms-1 \ Budget - Town of _Gilford, NH. __________ FY _2011_ 
2 - 3 - 4 5 -
OPlkid. Appropriabona Actual 
PURPOSE Of APPROPRIATIONS Warr. Prto,Yu,Aa ~ndituru 
ACCTf (RSA 32:3,V) Alt.I Aooroved by ORA Prior Year 
OPERAT~ TRANSFERS OUT (cont.) .. ,- -- '. ,. - ~ . 71 
• Elt:ClllC 
• AIIDOlt 
49UI To Nontia.r:>enddblu Trust Fundl> 
4919 To FldwJrv Fund5 
4939 To 01.h.:r Govemmentl> 
OPERATING BUDGET TOTAL 11,071.110 10,530,:.411 
6 - 7 
SEl.ECTMEN'S APPROPRIA TIOHS 
Enaulngfiac;alYNt 
IR~l (Noe Racommendedl 
.-.. -
. - . --~ .,,. - · - . . 
1,500 
11.lOl,111 0 
8 - 9 -
BUOGET COMMITTEE'S APPROPRIATIONS 











!-wS::1] Budget • Town of _Gilford, NH __________ FY _2011_ 
-sPfCIAL WARRANT ARTICLES-
Special warrant articlH are defined in RSA 32:3,VI, u appropriations: 1) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations raiMd by bonda or notea; 
3) appropriations to a aeparilt8 fund crutad purauant to law, auch u capital ruerw funda or truata funda; or 4) an appropriation deaignated 
on the warrant u a apecial article or u a nonlapalng or nontransferable article. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
ACCT.# 
PURPOSE Of APPROPIUA TIONS 
(RSA 32:3,V) 
491 !> C -..-C,wRM 
w- S.,<>Dlv c-wi RM«v• 
Rec,- fMOJiiN c .... RM«v• 
......_.,i:,,.......,_,.c...,R--,e 
<.a.t..w. c~ RM«v• 
-.C.wtUIR-,,e 
............. ~ c ......... iu-v. 
491 6 '--aww,-.P¥1r, MEio. Tr...t 
Appropriallona 
Wa,r. Prior Y- Aa 



































BUOGET COMIIITTEf:S APPROPRIATIONS 
Enaulng fi.c:.I Yu, 










"Individual" warrant articlH are not neceaaarily the same u "special warrant articles". An example of an individual warrant article might be negotiated 
coat items for labor aurumenta, leuea or items of a one time nature you wish to addreu individually. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
ACCT.# 
PURPOSE Of APPROPIUA TIOHS 
lit.~ 32:3,V} 
T_..,.Callec1lvellM,,_.........,. 
AfliCIII: C-e a..~ &nrnvu 
-...Tr\lCkR-•-ar~-n~-
luu ...... •v FrGnl l:ocl ~ 
c---• ..,_,_._ 






Wan. Prior Yu, Aa 


































ilUOGET COMIIITTEE"i APl'ROPRIATIOII& 


























Budget - Townof_Gilford, NH __________ FY _2011_ 
2 3 4 5 
Selectmen'• 
Warr. Actual Revenu11 Estimated 
SOURCE OF REVENUE Art.# Prior Yea, Revenues 






Land Use Chanqe Taxes - General Fund 
Resident Taxes 
Timbet Taxes l ,7'1 4,000 
Pavment 1n lieu°' Taxes 15,2et 14 soo 
OthwTaxes 1.214 a,ooo 
Interest & Penalties on Oelinouent Taxes 207,732 1&0, 150 
lnvento,y Penalties 











· , -t ~v.i". ti!~., ,.·::· LICENSES. PERMITS a FEE~ ·-.-,-:i ·· >-,·;. :~- .;,,,..•:--. ,,:,._-:"'.-, ;~-;Lt .;:< --~. ' ··::! ····, ·••..-:'-'..J. !_,:;~ ... (-~:/ . ; . ' :, .. ,:~...-.ilf.' , r-:..~/ "':!':-·. 
3210 Business Licenses & Permits 
3220 Motor Vehide Permit Fees 
3230 Bulldfna Permits 
3290 0th« Licenses Permits & Fees 
3311-3311 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
FROMSTATa. +,.; 
3351 Shared Revenues 
3352 Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution 
3353 HiohwaY Block Grant 
3354 Watw Pollutlon Grant 
3355 Ho.Js 100 & Commun,tv - " 
3356 State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement 
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement 
3359 Other llncludfno Railroad Tax) 
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS 
CHARGES FOR SERVICES 
J.401-340e Income from Dfloartments 
3409 Othe, Cha((les 
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES 
3501 Sale of MU"10oal Property 
3502 lnrerest on Investments 
350~3509 OU,91 
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN 
3912 From Soeoal Reve,,i.e FulldS 
3913 From Cao.ta! Pro;ects Funds 



































Budget • Town of _GIiford, NH __________ FY _2011_ 
2 3 4 5 
Seltctmen's 
Warr. Actual RevenuH Estimated 
ACCT.# SOURCE OF REVENUE Alt.# Prt01Ye11 
Revenues 
.. 
INTERfUND OPEAATING TWANUERS IN (cont~ ·-: 
·J-,, .:) ,.:. ' ;-. ;~:,, . :-- . . • ! . 'f .  :_./ .. . 
' 
-~ :- ~ i ,. . -· . . 
391◄ From Enteri,nsa FIR!s 
Seww • {Offsell SQ.071 l t
J. 111 
Water • !Offsetl 
Electrle • {Offset) 
Almott • {Offset) 
3915 From Ca11Ual Rne,ve Funds 11 ao.ooe ta .sot 
3918 From Trust & Fldudarv Funds 
3917 Transfers lrom Conse,vallon Funds 
OTHO FINAHCtNGSOURCIS r;,_ ... ..._i;,-,,.-,.;, •• r, ~~~,;. ~~, -~ .,, ,,.;;,: ..... ~r, .. •.,!&,~l-""~•,..x~ 
3934 Proc. lrom Lona Tenn Bonds & Not• 
Amounts Voted From FIR! Balance 
Estimated FIR! Balance 110 Reduce Tues 411.000 
soe,ooe 
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS 4,215,SU 4,4U,HJ 
... BUDGET SUMMARY-
PRIOIIY!AII MLeCTMl!N'S 
ADOPTI!D BUDGET Rl!COMMl!ND!D BUDGET 
OoeratinQ BudQet Aooropnatlons Recommended {from oa. 5) 11,078,MO 
11,20t,981 
Soeciat Warrant Artldes Recommended (from oo. 6) 230,000 
108,000 
Individual Warrant Arttdes Recommended {from llQ. 6) 205,0M 
182,500 
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 11,513,7
54 11,500, ... 
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) 4,295,521 
4,422,742 
Estimated Amount of Taxes to be Raised 7,241,221 
7,077,741 
Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committff'S Recommended Budget pe, RSA 32:18: $1,09
3.947 





· . ; . ... • .. ,.,.,·~·, .. ::· . · •" ' 
112,118 
112,,00 














BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE 
(For Calculating 10% Maximum Increase) 
(RSA 32:18, 19, & 32:21) 
VERSION #1: Use if you have no Collective Bargaining Cost Items or RSA 32:21 Water Costs ] 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNIT: Gilford FISCAL YEAR END 2010 -------
RECOMMENDED 
AMOUNT 
1. Total RECOMMENDED by Budget Committee (See 
Posted Budget MS?, 27,or 37) $11 ,508,833 
LESS EXCLUSIONS: 
2. Principal: Lonq-Term Bonds & Notes ($434,862) 
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes ($76,500} 
4. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term Bonds & 
Notes per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b 
5. Mandatorv Assessments ($58,000) 
6. TOTAL EXCLUSIONS (Sum of rows 2-5) ($569,362} 
7. Amount recommended less recommended exclusion 
amounts (Line 1 less Line 6) $10,939 471 
8. Line 7 times 10% $1,093,947 
9. Maximum allowable appropriation prior to vote 
(Line 1 + 8) $12,602,780 
Line 8 plus any amounts in Column C (amounts voted above recommended) is the allowable increase 
to budget committee's recommended budget. Enter this amount on the bottom of the posted budget 
form, MS?, 27, or 37. 





DEFAULT BUDGET OF THE TOWN 
OF: GILFORD NH 
F01 the Ensoi, ,g Yea, January 1, 20 I I to DecemMr 31, 401 
or Fiscal Year From _________ to _______ _ 
RSA 40: 13, IX (b) "Default budget" as used in this subdivision means the amount of the same appropriations as 
contained in the operating budget authorized for the previous year, reduced and increased, as the case may be, 
by debt service. contracts, and other obligations previously incurred or mandated by law, and reduced by one-
time expenditures contained in the operating budget. For the purposes of this paragraph, one-time expenditures 
shall be appropriations not likely to recur in the succeeding budget, as determined by the governing body, unless 
the provisions of RSA 40: 14-b are adopted, of the local political subdivision. 
1. Use this form to list the default budget calculation in the appropriate columns. 
2. Post this form or any amended version with proposed operating budget (MS-6 or MS-7) and the warrant. 
3. Per RSA 40:13, XI, (a), the default budget shall be disclosed at the first budget hearing. 
GOVERNING BODY {SELECTMEN) 
or 
Budget Committee if RSA 40: 14-b is adopted 
Under penalties of perjury. I declare that I have examined t~ information contained in this form and to the best of my belief it is true, correct and complete. 
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION 
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION 






Default Budget • Town of __ G=l=LF __ O"""-"R=D.._, N_H.__ ________ _ FY 2011 
1 2 3 4 5 
Prior Year Reductions & Minus 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS Adopted Increases 1-Tlme 
Acct.# (RSA 32:3,V} Operating Budget Ao0roprfatlons 
' 
, .. GENERAL GOVERNMEfff' '· 
,· .- · ,.: .. 
LAiJ<H 139.. Ex~e 285,621 174 
4140-4149 Election.Reg.& Vital Statistics 387,600 -10,516 
4150-4151 Financial Administration 553,612 13,972 
4152 Revaluation of Property 
4153 Legal Expense 85,600 
4155-4159 Personnel Administration 
4191-4193 Planning & Zoning 322,948 4,516 
4194 General Government Buildings 307,287 345 
4195 Cemeteries 43,600 
4196 Insurance 197,692 19,276 
4197 Advertising & Regional Assoc. 
4199 Other General Government 
'f/ .,· c:~·r,,i,, , e-,,~{ .. PUBLIC SAFEff'½t::> +:~; i~ \:Jy,f'.r,:/t:J,: .:!~:'-~it\ :i-i~:(\)i:' •. ·;::;ii:: {F: ·L' . ;., ;.. ,_;:-- .. 'c: ' 
4210-4214 Police 2,202,189 -14,136 
4215-4219 Ambulance 
4220-4229 Fire 1,646,134 22,258 
4240-4249 Building Inspection 
4290-4298 Emergency Management 3,400 
4299 Other (Incl. Communications) 54,962 
·:• ,• ",., ··• ••V AJRPORT/AVIATIONCENTERt.:t .'i/:i,;' ,.···;c;},tiJf .. J·I~,;~;,:,i t;.:.;1.:;:~~;'f,f\t ).fr,, :/ //.'.•.1:· ,;/, .: .. { .... ,,, : 
4301-4309 Airport Operations 
;.·-_-,.- < ' ' .. _: ': .. \; HIGHWAY! I STREETS'., ;i , .. ' -- -r:·:·::-: _; ;_.' \ ~--__ ,:t :' f.·., ' · -·~ . .-·: 
,, 
.. .. . .. ,. ·;-~ : . . ' "•'f' 
4311 Administration 240,972 4,502 
4312 Highways & Streets 1,766,026 42,627 
4313 Bridges 5,000 
4316 Street Lighting 24,849 
4319 Other 214,962 
SANITATIOff -~ · .. ~-. . ·• ; .· · ' .:: · ., 1-· ,. 
4321 Administration 
4323 Solid Waste Collection 
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 642 ,833 3,909 
4325 Solid Waste Clean-up 






































PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS 
(RSA 32:3,V) 
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT · 
Administration 
Water Services 
4335-4339 Water Treatment, Conserv.& Other 
. ; • . ., . : ElECTRJCi", 
4351-4352 Admin. and Generation 
4353 Purchase Costs 
4354 Electric Equipment Maintenance 
4359 Other Electric Costs 
4411 Administration 
4414 Pest Control 
4415-4419 Health Agencies & Hosp. & Other 
4441-4442 Administration & Direct Assist. 
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Pymnts 
4445-4449 Vendor Payments & Other 
4520-4529 Parks & Recreation 
4550-4559 Library 
4583 Patriotic Purposes 
4589 Other Culture & Recreation 
4611-4612 Admin .& Purch. of Nat. Resources 
4619 Other Conservation 
4631-4632 REDEVELOPMENT & HOUSING 
4651-4659 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
· , · DEBT SERVICE: · 
4711 Princ.- long Term Bonds & Notes 
4721 Interest-long Term Bonds & Notes 
4723 Int. on Tax Anticipation Notes 






































Default Budget - Town of _..::G~l=LF._O_R:..:;D_,L.:N~H~---------- FY 2011 
1 2 3 4 
Prior Year Reductions & 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS Adopted Increases 
Acct. fl (RSA 32:3,V) Operating Budget 
,::- CAPIT Al OUTt.A 'f. ' -- ;,:.::'. .·. -- •'-':.•. · :• · .. 
- 4981 leAd --
4902 Machinery, Vehicles & Equipment 
4903 Buildings 
4909 Improvements Other Than Bldgs. 
,-. ,, · OPERATINGTRANSFERSOUt·::, · ',• 
.. 
. -. '. ; :_ , 
.... 
4912 To Special Revenue Fund 
4913 To Capital Projects Fund 
4914 To Enterprise Fund 




4917 To Health Maint. Trust Funds 
4918 To Nonexpendable Trust Funds 
4919 To Fiduciary Funds 1,500 
TOTAL 11,094,263 113,397 
Please use the box below to explain increases or reductions in columns 4 & 5. 
Acct# Explanation for Increases Acct# 
4130, 4150, 
4191,4220 Contractual Benefit Increases 41-40 
4311,4520, 
4550 " 4210 
4194, 4312, 
4324 Collectlve Bargain Contract 4721 
419e Contractual Increases 
4711 Based on Bond Repayment Schedule 
4914 State Assessment Increases 
5 6 
Minus 
1-Tlme DEFAULT BUDGET 
A00roprlatlons 
- ' . -- - -·, -- ' ·~ . ·.,, . - f ' . .. 
' _,_ -, . , - . . ":. _:-- .. ~_;,, 
--~.;. 




Explanation for Reductions 
Fewer Electlons 
Soeclal Detail moved to Other Fund 




GILFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT 
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
To the Inhabitants of the School District of Gilford in the County of Belknap, State of New Hampshire, 
qualified to vote on District affairs: 
First Session of Annual Meeting (Deliberative): 
You are hereby notified to meet at the Gilford High School, 88 Alvah Wilson Road, Gilford, New 
Hampshire on Thursday, February 10, 201 I at 7:00 p.m. This session shall consist of explanation, 
discussion, and debate of warrant articles number II, III and IV. Warrant articles may be amended subject to 
the following limitations. (a) warrant articles whose wording is prescribed by law shall not be amended and 
(b) warrant articles that are amended shall be placed on the official ballot for a final vote on the main motion, 
as amended. 
Second Session of AnnuaJ Meeting (Voting): 
Voting on warrant articles number I through IV will be conducted by official ballot to be held in conjunction 
with town meeting voted to be held on Tuesday, the 8t1' day of March, 2011, at the Town election polls, 
Gilford Middle School, 72 Alvah Wilson Road, Gilford, New Hampshire. Polls will be open from 7:00 
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
ARTICLE I Election of Officers (March 8 th only) 
To choose the following school district officers: 
School District Moderator 
School District Clerk 
School District Treasurer 





ARTICLE II General Budget Funds 
Shall the Gilford School District vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including 
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on 
the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth 
therein, totaling Twenty Four Million, Two Hundred Seventy Four Thousand, Six Hundred Seven Dollars 
($24,274,607)? Should this article be defeated, the default budget shall be Twenty Four Million, Four 
Hundred Twenty Thousand, Six Hundred Thirty Four Dollars, ($24,420,634), which is the same as last year, 
with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Gilford School District, or by law, or the 
governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the 
issue of a revised operating budget only. 
Note: This warrant article (operating budget) does not include appropriations in ANY other warrant article. 
(Majority vote is required) 
Recommended by the School Board 4-0 
Recommended by the Budget Committee 9-3 
W 19
ARTICLE III Gilford Elementary School Boiler Replacement 
Shall the Gilford School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Ninety Five 
Thousand Dollars ($195,000) for the replacement of the three boilers at Gilford Elementary School and 
authorize the withdrawal of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) from the capital reserve fund created for that 
purpose? The balance of One Hundred Forty Five Thousand Dollars ($145,000) is to come from general 
taxation. (Majority vote is required) 
Recommended by the School Board 4-0 
Recommended by the Budget Committee 8-1 
ARTICLE IV Citizen Petition 
That the voters of the Gilford School District order the Gilford School Board to implement, on or before July 
1, 2011, all provisions of Article 5, 1998 School District Warrant, as approved by NH State Board of 
Education and the voters on March 18, 1998, and to operate the SAU indefinitely under such provisions until 
the voters explicitly vote to rescind such plan. 
Article 5, 1998 School District Warrant, read "That the Gilford School District vote to accept the provisions 
of RSA 194-C providing for the Vvithdrawal of the Gilford School District from SAU #30 involving the 
school districts of Laconia and Gilmanton, in accordance with the provisions of the proposed district plan." 
Article 5 was recommended by the Gilford School Board and the plan had been previously approved and 
certified by the NH State Board of Education per RSA 194-C:JV (g)-(i) The voters approved it by a vote in 
excess of the required 60% majority."(Submitted by Petition) 
Given under our hands and seals this 24th Day of January, 2011 
W 20




SCHOOL BUDGET FORM 
BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED 
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24 
OF: GILFORD NH --:c---------------'-'--------------------------
A pp ro pr i at ions and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012 
· IMPORTANT: 
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities. 
1. Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. 
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant artides must be posted. 
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget. 
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file 
with the school clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address below within 
20 pays after the meeting. 
This form was posted with the warrant on (Date): __ -;::-.;.,.i . . vNL.l,l· ... t"'vfcc;.::S...,.._-'ct"'-· ...::t'...,c__,lQ""""'--1.."-\......_ ___ _ 
BUDGET COMMITTEE 
Please sign in ink. 
Under penalites of perjury, I de are that I have examined the information contained in this form and to he bes\ of my belief It is true. correci and complel! 
SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT 
FOR DRA USE ONLY 
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION 
MUNICIPAL SERVICES D!VISION 






li!iiiu Budget • School District of _ ___,Ge:.,l.:.,.lf9,,_r:.,de_.:S~A::!:U~#;!..73~-------- FY 2011-Z_012 
2 --~-- . - - ._ 3 4 5 6 7 8 g 
OP Bud. Exp&ndllures Appropriations School Board's Appropriations Budget Committee's Approp. 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. for Year7/1109 Current Year as Ensuing Fiscal Year Ensuing Fiscal Year 
Acct.fl. IRSA 32:3,VJ ART.ft lo 6/30/10 AOIM"Oved IN ORA IRocommtndodJ (Not Rocommendodl IRocommandod) INot Rocommendtd) 
, __ . '. IN~'fi!Vbtli,~(11i4~,,., •'':-:-\f:.;l~ t\!J~ . .- ·~~: ,,r":fJlP!'°n' .. ~ ... ~-- -~} .. ~~i ,.. ""1f~~1f~~F.("'111'?.~•:::: "• ·f•·7:J'i.:i' t · -~- ·' . ~ 
1100-1199 Regular Proqrams 6,218,202.34 6,432,743.00 6,584,525.00 6,584,525.00 
1200-1299 Special ProQrams 2,320,175.54 2,225,306.00 2,459,332.oo 2,459,332.00 
1300-1399 Vocational Proqrarns 104,108.91 75,205.00 1 os,000.00 1os,ooo.oo 
1400-1499 Other Prcorams 450,178.63 499,972.00 493,168.00 493,168.00 
1500-1599 Non-Public Programs o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
1600-1699 Adult/Continuing Ed. Programs o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
1700-1799 Cornmunity/JrColleae Ed. Proctrarns o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
1800-1899 Community Service rroarams o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
}gjf ,: - , HU~~bltti.t~Vltll!~ · -;}1 . · .. , : . < ~t,;;r-,;t1t:;M:::1:1~~-~ tq.fa:l~Jt,~n'M:~•;-;";_ ~~:fi!P~!i:·~~-~.~l{.°•:1"\~}'rti.Ft!.'.:~~~~ ~\~m~i'4••·"' _ .~ , ___ •· . , .. · t·. . .~J 
2000-2199 Student Support Services B~B.767.66 IIM,3l0.00 11111,901.00 881,901.00 
2200-2299 Instructional Staff Services II00,970112 7H 2211.00 718,1111.00 786,811.oo 
'<"4,, >J, ,:.,~-, ' -~Cul:.1-> J'L-__ A•AU:llitR•_ ;,U•t-16" -~~-/.i,:\:;;?,::,!-;i+,lU if,c3.;.>• ,.~ .. ,~; ·;-•,:-.1:'!"" ,-u;..,_w,•~..,:;'i{"'1;"'; .... ,.t.'l<t-:i':_,,._.um :~··:nl(l'i~>~~-~~-;>¥.;' ; - -- ~-M~ ,, . - l __ ,:n:::ru1K!\ .,u,.~l ~ ~ • ~ " __ N ,. ... _ _ _ L,:i-, •• JV. J'll"'....tir ... J!,. . .......-.... . ..:.JJ. ~lt.·:w.,.-:" .. ·!(,,.J"H ::h ~,:~.__.. . .. __ .. -~· .. . ..r... _ __ __ .• 
2310 840 School Board Contingency o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
2310-2319 Other School Board 79,055.71 73,125.00 67,625.00 67,625.00 
;J~\r?!:tiif,'~ ~"ijbU1'1VlfAbUIU[§f"A ... i0~1 ' ~ ,'· - . ::, ,:_~-~,,'f:;f•:J;;ld;~'i~~;.-t.'iJ'1ti-~ft'.t'nm ..... ••f-''»:S.f.r:,;~:;\,,'_,/~11'.lT.'il:~_'.,-;·:,·, if\t ·X.'}"'l.' ~ .. , .. ,lD.'b.;~~;w ·,r 
~;fjl,~~, ..... ?~"'-;,-i;-:,}_ : ~ -- · · ·•· · ,mr, __ ., . _J ~ - ... ···- .. --~--·.i.... • ..,01., .. ~1,1;.:_t",U'..:~ ..... 1r.. ... :.\n""·-'•'..:'l.i."__!' .. ~~t~-p .. '., .-,\1-1,,: ,a::~.-::,·,lill.:,. lij, .;~•-·-· .... ,... • 1f..Wi'J.,,_,.._._. ___ .,. 
2320-31 o SAU ManaQement Services o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
2320-2399 All Other Administration 177,205.51 178,511.00 172,302.00 172,302.00 
2400-2499 School Administration Service 1,030,890.44 1,079,949.00 1,083,496.00 1,083,496.00 
2500-2599 Business 447,641 .11 320,460.00 331,169.00 331,169.00 
2600-2699 Operation & Maintenance of Plant 1,893,185.00 1,882,889.00 1,894,180.00 1,e94,1ao.oo 
2700-2791:l Student Transoortalion 573,893.71 685,154.00 658,985.00 658,985.oo 
2800-2999 Suooort Service Central & Other s 089,552.69 5,908,586.oo 6,319 832.00 6,319,832.00 
it!:':il ·1 - ... - MbNllN~tt(Q/.ijlU,NAL~!fJVl(ll!ft ·.; ·. ':·.':·~~11~';(1f;:,,~1?:;.·N·:i~t:t!'.f?'l/\l.1~:~H~,;;ri~1~~~:r, ~·,~~~'-"~:1~·:./· ·, - ~ · • :~<f!,, ;: __ ; · ~ ,. '= ,. . _ 
3100 ·)Food Service Operations 523,816.67 709,439.00 744,361.00 744,361.00 





[~s-~ Budget • School District of GIiford SAU #73 FY 2011~Q_12 



















OP Bud Expandltura9 Appropriations School Board's Appropriations Budget Committee's Approp. 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. for Year 711109 Current Year As Ensuing Fiscal Year Eni,ulng Flocal Year 
[RSA 32:3,VI ART.# to 6/30/10 ~ RA (Rocom  !Not Recomn1e11dedl IRKe"lmtndodl mot Rtcommended) 
,. Ad I' i"Ad~U ~ itf'A#IBMij~i~ii511'· ~~t»t-~ . ·-, . 'l~tttj~l\(• .,,. •I • I • .., " p ·1t.t § 1ft -~ ' . . ,. i:i.(.·:~!~\1,J•( • ' .... _ ' "11=~-,lJ'...s ·-,~i!.1l .. ,,.., .. ;;·~),!t, .. :;~(-~-r ,.;,\ .. ~; .. ,••~,:~,~I·:,. _.-,, I (,J 
• • 1•• > ., ,4\' -. .. ~' l,.'-1.,':..\• •.::.;..:_• l'I ,_,,/ ~--~1,.·, -• I,;\.,•) • J' ..J,~,,.. ,,, , • ,._,.,;l'-• . . .. • -1--·,..;;;..,-~,.,.."1- '"' 
Site Acquisition o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Site Improvement 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ArchitecttiraVEngineering 0.00 0,00 o.oo 0.00 
Educo\ional Specification Develop. 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 
Building AcqulsitlonlConstniclion 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Building Improvement ServialS 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
Other Facilities Acquisition and Construction 
0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 Services 
.. v ..- · ot~~ft cmtt.A'I~ '.\;:I · ..?,~1~'~lli~s;~~~~~J}~ l'i:~K,t'ff~i£:~ ~f4::ti1~.J'~J-\ ~-'-,0 'i'\X• ·.. . ,·, ,;;: P4~"'. _ ,f _ j , + =~1:;-- ;:i\~~W~@ ..i,t '..Ii,.,; ,'?'.:l♦~ ~•_j; \~ • .,,, l ·\~. : ' ' :_ ,.·.<· ·;;~~::...::.. ~ .... - J ·:__ .: ---·· 
Debt Service . Princioal 1,040,000.00 850,000.00 850,000.00 
Debt Service • Interest 516,012.50 477,025.00 415,779.00 
i=llNb t""Ml~6ija . ~U1tmt(f/,· . .f ;\\11/ir,f,&"::,~~i:i,i-'i.fri,1'~}!t'.f?'J··+,'rf~r.;t1/~ ','f~•; ,r-,· '.:· .· 
..•. , . .. . . ' . . -- _,. •· ' -- . \>.>--i.-,....... - ,., •.Ja1-1J... ... ' _ .. _ • ~-·--
To Food Service o.oo 1 .00 1.00 
To Other Soecial Revenue 593,34i.43 433,517.00 426,140.00 
To Capilal Projects 0.00 0.00 0.00 
To Aaencv Funds 0.00 0.00 0.00 
lnteraovernmentai Agency Alloc. 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SUPPLEMENTAL 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DEFICIT 0.00 0.00 0.00 



























L .. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES** 
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32:3,VI, as: 1) appropriations In petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations raised by bonds or notes; 
3) appropriations to a separate fund created pursuant to law, such as capital reserve funds or trust funds; 4) an appropriation designated on the 
warrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable article . 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-=-- -
9 
Expenditures ApprQprlatlon9 School Board's Appropriations Budget Committee's Approp. 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS for Year T/1/09 Current Year As WARR. Ensuing Fiscal Year Ensuing Fiscal Ye1u 
(RSA 32:3,VI to 6130/10 Annroved bv ORA ART.# (Recommended} (Not Recommended} (Recommondedl (Not Rocomn,endedl -
To Capital Reserves 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
To Expendable Trust 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
To Non-Expendable Trusts 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 




SPECIAL ARTICLES RECOMMENDED 
. . ''M:j,j.'° .. , ··.•r .... ~ ~, '°" 
$ .~ _ ·: ... •• ' ' -.;· ~7- ~- 0.00 'l;~~~~\i! ~. . • '•j 195,000.00 
. -~·Wi½-.!~:(.'« ';:.ii\i{,/t.T.° '. '" '• ' .. !!I 1,·~, . ,_ ~- ;..,- 195,000.00 - -~L ... 
= 
Acct.# 
.. INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES.,. 
"Individual" warrant a1iictes are not necessarily the same as "special warrant articles". Examples of Individual warrant articles might be: 
1) Negotiated cost items for labor agreements; 2) Leases; 3) Supplemental appropriations for the current year for which funding is already 
available; or 4) Deficit appropriations for the current year which must be funded through taxation. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 -~-, 9 
Expenditures Appropriations School Board's Appropriations Budget Committee's Approp. 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS for Year 7/11_ Prior Year As WARR. Ensuing Fiscal Year Ensuing Fiscal Year 
... (RSA 32:3,VI to 6/30/ Annroved by ORA ART.# (Recommended) (Not Recommended) \Recommended) (Not Recommended) 




I Ms-21 ii Budget • School District of Gilford SAU #73 
2 
Acct# SOURCE OF REVENUE 
1300-1349 Tuition · 
1400-1449 Transportation Fees 
1500-1599 Earnings on Investments 
1600-1699 Food Service Sales 
1700-1799 Student Activities 
1800-1899 Community Services Activities 
1900-1999 Other Local Sources 
3210 School Building Aid 
3220 Kindergarten Aid 
3215 Kindergarten Building Aid 
3230 Catastrophic Aid 
3240-3249 Vocational Aid 
3250 Adult Education 
3260 Child Nutrition 
3270 Driver Education 
3290-3299 Other State Sources 
4100-4539 Federal Program Grants 
4540 Vocational Education 
4550 Adult Education 
4560 Child Nutrition 
4570 Disabilities Programs 
4580 Medicaid Distribution 
4590-4999 Other Federal Sources (except 4810) 
4810 Federal Forest Reserve 
5110-5139 Sale of Bonds or Notes 
5221 Transfer from Food Service-Spec. Rev.Fund 
5222 Transfer from Other Special Revenue Funds 
5230 Transfer from Capital Project Funds 
























































I MS-270 Budget - School District of Gilford SAU #73 
2 
Acct.# SOURCE OF REVENUE 
5252 Transfer from Expendable Trust Funds 
5253 Transfer from Non-Expendable Trust Funds 
5300-5699 Other Financina Sources 
5140 This Section for Calculation of RAN's 
(ReimbursementAnticipalion Notes) Per RSA 
198:20-d for Catastrophic Aid Borrowing 
RAN, Revenue This FY _______ less 
RAN , Revenue Last FY ______ _ 
=NET RAN 
Supplemental Appropriation {Contra} 
Voted From Fund Balance 
Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes 
Total Estimated Revenue & Credits 










OperatinQ Budget Appropriations Recommended (from paQe 3) 23.492 ,498.00 
Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from paQe 4) 0.00 
Individual Warrant Articles Recommended (from paae 4) 0.00 
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 23,492,498.00 
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) 5,470.779 .00 
Less: Amount of State Education Tax/Grant 4,602.276.00 
















Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommended Budget per RSA 32:18: 26,789,989.00 












24 .469',607 .00 
5,214,813 .00 
4,602,276.00 
14 ,652 ,518 .00 
MS-27 
W 27
BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE 
(For Calculating 10% Maximum Increase) 
(RSA 32:18, 19, & 32:21 ) 
!VERSION #1: Use if you have no Collective Bargaining Cost Items or RSA 32:21 Water Costs/ 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNIT:. _ ___:.7..;;:;.3 ___ _ FISCAL YEAR END 2011-2012 
RECOMMENDED 
AMOUNT 
1. Total RECOMMENDED by Budget Comm. (See Posted 
24,469,607.00 Budqet MS7, 27, or 37) 
LESS EXCLUSIONS: 
2. Principal: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 
850,000.00 
3. Interest Long-Term Bonds & Notes 415,779.00 
4. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term Bonds &Notes 
per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b. 
5. Mandatory Assessments 
6. Total exclusions (Sum of rows 2 - 5) <1,265, 779.00> 
7. Amount recommended less recommended 23,203,828.00 
exclusion amounts (line 1 less line 6) 
8. Line 7 times 10% 2,320,382.00 
9. Maximum Allowable Appropriations (lines 1 + 8) 26,789,989.00 
Line 8 is the maximum allowable increase to budget committee's recommended budget. 
Please enter this amount on the bottom of the posted budget form, MS?, 27, or 37. 





DEFAULT BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL 
OF:_· ___ G"""IL=-F_O;....R_O'---________________ NH 
Fiscal Year From July 1; 2011 to June 30, 2012 
RSA 40:13, IX (b) "Default budget" as used in this subdivision means the amount of the same 
appropriations as contained in the operating budget authorized for the previous year, reduced and 
increased, as the case may be, by debt service, contracts, and other obligations previously incurred 
or mandated by law, and reduced by one-time expenditures contained in the operating budget For 
the purposes of this paragraph, one-time expenditures shall be appropriations not likely to recur in 
the succeeding budget, as determined by the governing body, unless the provisions of RSA 40:14-b 
are adopted, of the local political subdivision. 
1. Use this form to list the default budget calculation \n the appropriate .columns . . 
2. Post this form or any amended version with proposed operating budget (MS-26 or MS-27} and the warrant. 
3. Per RSA 40:13, XI, (a). the default budget shall be disclosed at the first budget hearing . 
SCHOOL BOARD 
or 
Budget Committee if RSA 40:14-b is adopted 
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION 
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION 





Default Budget • School District of Gilford FY 2011-2012 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Prior Year Reductions & Minus 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS Adopted Increases 1-Time DEFAULT BUDGET 
Acct.# (RSA 32:3,V) Operating Budget Appropriations 
INSTRUCTION (1000-1999) xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
1100-1199 Regular Programs 6,478,489 191,067 34,000 6,635,556 
1200-1299 Special Programs 2,245,758 284,727 0 2,530,485 
1300-1399 Vocational Programs 75,205 29,795 0 105,000 
1400-1499 Other Programs 499,972 3,001 5,198 497,775 
1500-1599 Non-Public Programs - . . . 
1600-1899 Adult & Community Programs - . . -
SUPPORT SERVICES (2000-2999) xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
2000-2199 Student SupPort Services . 851 ,203 36,201 - 887,404 
2200-2299 Instructional Staff Services 797,988 8,806 2,100 804,694 
General Administration xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
2310 840 School Board Contingency - . . . 
2310-2319 Other School Board 73,125 . - 73,125 
Executive Administration xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxx:x:xxx: xxxxx:xxxx 
2320-310 SAU Management Services . . . . 
.. ~.,0-2399 All Other Administration 178,511 . . 178,511 
,J-2499 School Administration Service 1,092,652 (3,229) . 1,089,423 
2500-2599 Business 323,424 2,865 . 326,289 
2600-2699 Operation & Maintenance of Plant _1,866,386 23,700 . 1,890,086 
2700-2799 Student Transportation 685,157 (26,172) . 658,985 
2800-2999 Support Service Central & Other 5,864,586 468,062 - 6,322,648 
NON-INSTRUCTIONAL 
3000-3999 SERVICES 709,439 19,294 . 728,733 
FACILITIES ACQUISITIONS 
4000~999 & CONSTRUCTION - . . -
OTHER OUTLAYS {5000-5999) xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxx:xxxx 
5110 Debt Service• Principal 850,000 . . 850,000 
5120 Debt Service• Interest 4TT,025 (61,246) . 415,779 
FUND TRANSFERS xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
5220-6221 To Food Service 1 . . 1 
5222-5229 To Other Special Revenue 440,040 (13,900) . 426,140 
5230--5239 To Capital Projects - . -
5251 To Capital Reserves - . . . 
5252 To Expendable Trust . . . . 
W 30
Default Budget - School District of .Jill!QrL FY 2011-2012 
1 2 3 
Prior Ye.er 
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS Adopted 
Aeet.~ (RSA 3Z:3,V) Opemin B 
FUND TRANSFERS xxxxxxxxx 
5253 To" e Trusts 
5254 To Aoen<v Funds 
5300-5399 lntenloVemmentJI Aamcv Alloc, 
SUPl'lEMEITT AL 
OEACIT 
SUBTOTAL 1 23,498,961 
Pl...., use the box below to exµlaln lnae .. es or raauctlons in columns 4 & 5. 
Am# I Explanati0t1 for lnCT'ea$e'S or Reductlon& 
11©-1199 ·~•O-•-"-"""" 
1100-1199 lne,-~ Ot,lloation lnstl\lcilonal •ffl ,._,_,I 
1100-1199 ~ New=- R"""8St> l!I GES, GMH and GHS 
12©1299 ITVOH .. Con!nlctual Obllaatioo T _,,.,, 5a(a,v 
1:20{,129S lro,aa<6 - Comrade<! Sc!Mcea Ha,,,,.,.,.,,_. ROlated !O Student IEP 
1300-1399 1-• Comaaual Oollcation Voea!ional Education 
1<411).1499 tnc,ease • Comactuat Ollllastton Co,,.-twnn S110ends end !'!cf. Setvia>s 
, __ ,.99 
ln=sse • NHRS ~ Ori,er EdUC811on Retln9meiir 
200).2199 rncr.ese - Contn,du8I ~ Taacner Salarv 
200).2199 Oecreue,~ Rodudioo S........, Se<vlces 
2(00-2199 / roaease • P1uriv>looica/ T e,tina er<! P•"""""""ical ServiCOs Obl"'fttion 
2200-2299 lnau5e · Contmctual """,...•on T escher ""'-
2200-2299 lncresse. Cc.ntracuJaf tncreas~ A. V. R----ni 





















1-Time DEFAULT BUDGET 
Ao ations 
xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
41 ,298 2.4,420 63.d 
E,a,ie~ation /ContfN"""' 
lncreose • Contraciuel 01'lloa1loo Te'"""""""' 
Decroase-Conlrect Reduction CJS "~••-enl 
I ncrease--Contrad Ohlttiatlon SAU Otflce 
Increase • 5ectricttv Rate Costs 
Decn!aso · SU-,l BUSln<l fFuel 5urcnarael 
lncreas..corttractumObfioation Student T:-11ns 
Increase. 6enefitG and Ins Ccotr. Qbl!ruition 
I ncrease--T ead'lef and Suoo Staff Retirement 
Decreaae - Teacher Traci< Cnanaas 
lnaeese - Food Service nhll,,ation 
C>een,a,e · Fedentl l'r""'cts F•__,,._, 
0ecseBs& • Debt SOM<:4 flnle«iSI I 
MS-OS 
Rev. 00110 
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